The Trinity River Corridor Design Guidelines
Prepared for The City of Dallas

The Trinity River Corridor will be a landscape unlike
any other—where art and sustainability will coexist
throughout the built form, advancing the city’s most
progressive goals and values; where infrastructure
willberenderedgreeninfrastructure;wherevastness
will be sensed and understood alongside the minute,
and where Dallas will rediscover and redefine itself.
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“Making the Trinity River once again visible
and accessible while restoring its beauty, bounty
and natural meanders within the context of
recreation and play are the fundamental goals
of the park design.”

Design Goals
The Trinity River Corridor will be a landscape unlike any other—where art and
sustainability will coexist throughout the built form, advancing the city’s most progressive goals and values; where infrastructure will be rendered green infrastructure; where vastness will be sensed and understood alongside the minute, and
where Dallas will rediscover and redefine itself.
Few cities embark on remaking themselves without having to suffer first a catastrophic upheaval such as what Chicago experienced after the fire of 1871, Berlin
after World War II or, more recently, New Orleans after hurricane Katrina. Dallas suffered a great upheaval in May 1908 when much of the city’s core area
was flooded by the rising waters of the Trinity River, an event a scant few years
removed from the Galveston hurricane of 1900 and the great earthquake in San
Francisco in 1906. Yet in the aftermath of that event, the city of Dallas chose not
to remake itself but rather cast off the Trinity River as a force of nature-through
the construction of massive levees, allowing growth to occur behind them in positively normal yet undistinguished ways.

With passage of the City of Dallas 1998 bond program, however, momentum that
had been building for decades to turn the Trinity River into some semblance of a
recreational “front door” crystallized, leading to an ambitious park master plan and
implementation strategy supported by nearly $300 million in bond money. The
2004 Balanced Vision Plan further energized and refined the vision, setting the
baseline for creating a world-class, lake-studded park that would also address
transportation, economic development and flood protection needs. No flood or
other calamity was the impetus behind these initiatives. It was simply the desire to
recover the resource that first gave birth to the city—the Trinity River—and in so
doing, redefine the image of Dallas.
Today this “resource” is a faint vestige of what a hundred years ago was a beautiful, bountiful and meandering river that cast a wide, natural swath next to the
city’s downtown on the east and Oak Cliff on the west. Separated from the rest
of the city by 30-foot-high levees and visible for the most part as a blur from the
elevated freeways and other roadways that cross it, the Trinity River floodway
lies today afoul of the city’s sense of civic pride. It is for all practical purposes
invisible, save for the high-tension towers that run along its edges and confirm its
primary use as a utility corridor.

Making the Trinity River once again visible and accessible while restoring its
beauty, bounty and natural meanders within the context of recreation and play are
the fundamental goals of the park design.
Parallel goals of the design are to improve the corridor’s flood protection function, enhance general mobility and stimulate economic growth. In so doing,
Dallas will reinvent itself around lakes and parkland, attracting a new generation
of residents to the floodway banks. In 20 to 50 years, no other city in the United
States will have changed as dramatically or as sustainably.
In recognition of the park’s new role as a revitalizing agent, a “meander” logo has
officially been selected as the park’s branding image. It is an abstract symbol that
conveys the river’s energy and flow, alluding also to the coiling of a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) double helix as the code for evolution and growth. Ultimately,
the project logo will suffuse the project’s public sphere—in letterheads, business
cards, apparel, park vehicles, directional signage—as well as be evoked in the
park landscape through sinuous landforms, paving patterns, wall textures and
material colors.
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Houston Street Viaduct Existing Conditions

Future Site of the Natural Lake Headwaters

Existing Emergent Wetlands

Existing Meadow
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Park Plan
These guidelines address the design conceptualization including management and
operations of the Trinity River Corridor from the Elm and West Fork confluence
downriver past the recently dedicated Trinity Audubon Center to Interstate 20.
Covering about 8,000 acres, this area comprises one of the largest continuous
urban parks in the United States. About two-thirds of the Trinity River Corridor
encompasses the Trinity Forest, an environment affording a unique immersion into
predominantly native deciduous woodland. Owing to the forest’s preservation imperative, these design guidelines tread very lightly on it. By necessity, the guidelines mostly focus on the floodway portion of the park, about 2,200 acres from the
Elm and West Fork confluence to the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) Bridge,
levee-to-levee. As a distinction from the Trinity Forest and in recognition of the
sizable water bodies envisioned within it, this floodway portion of the corridor has
been named the Trinity Lakes Area.

Per the Balanced Vision Plan, a major roadway—the Trinity Parkway—parallels
the Downtown side of the Trinity Lakes Area for about eight miles. It is the intent
of the Trinity Parkway design to achieve a “seamless integration” between the
parkway and the park to the mutual benefit of motorists and park users. The
specifics of this integration are contained in the Trinity Parkway Design Guidelines Report. A positive effect of the alignment of the parkway as proposed by the
NTTA is the use of the residual land between the parkway and the levee top as a
recreational band—a levee park. Containing an uninterrupted multipurpose trail
between the Corinth and Westmoreland bridges, the levee park will also include
landscaping to help screen the parkway from adjacent developments and partially
mitigate the parkway’s noise and carbon emissions.
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Trinity Lakes Area Rendered Plan
The Trinity Lakes Area portion of the park (between the Confluence and the DART Bridge)
is 2.5 times larger than New York’s Central Park.
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Fountain Plaza

		

285 acres

Meadow 		

780 acres

Wetland			

300 acres

Woodland		

215 acres

Parkland* 		

210 acres

Playing Fields 		

40 acres|

Promenade		

20 acres

Parkway		

115 acres

Levee Park 		

85 acres

Total

2,300 acres

			

*Includes lawn areas, park roads, trails, parking and residual park spaces.

Without the Trinity Parkway, the Trinity Lakes Area measures 2,185 acres in area.
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Trinity Lakes Area: Programming and Capacities Study
Amenities & Destinations				

Typical Weekend Usage

Peak Event Usage

Natural Lake						
Urban Lake						
Oak Cliff Parkland					
West Dallas Recreation Complex			
West Dallas Lake					

180				
1,410				
230				
880				
600				

2,283
82,087
29,500
13,950
47,815

Trinity Lakes Area Totals				

3,300 people		

175,635 people
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The park will offer a diversity of recreation venues where a myriad of activities can take place, both active and passive, urban and nature-based, on land and in water.

Program Summary
Like all great urban parks, The Trinity Lakes Area will accommodate a variety of activities; from rest and relaxation in quiet nooks under the soothing spell of waterwalls to
large open areas for crowds to watch Fourth of July fireworks: and from birdwatching in secluded wetlands to world-class rowing aligned with the downtown
skyline. In arriving at the proposed mix of active, passive, urban and nature-based
recreation uses, the design team collaborated closely with the city’s Department of
Park and Recreation, the Trinity River Corridor Project Office, plus a number of constituencies, from ballooning enthusiasts to race organizers.
The park’s most significant recreational feature will consist of a system of trails
totaling more than 40 miles in length. A 20-foot wide Primary Trail will run
through the park, meandering between the Oak Cliff and the Downtown sides and
crossing the new river channel at five key points. In addition to serving strollers,
cyclists, skaters and joggers, this trail is envisioned as a venue for walkathons,
races and other special events, hence its generous width. The Primary Trail will
also serve as an emergency and park maintenance roadway, and can accommodate a potential future internal circulation tram.

Secondary trails will consist of both paved and non-paved surfaces and, in some
instances, boardwalks to facilitate a more intimate experience of the lakes and natural
areas. One of these trails runs along the downtown levee for most of the floodway
length. As development intensifies adjacent to the park, this “levee-top” trail will
support walking and cycling commuting. An equestrian trail is proposed on the Oak
Cliff side of the park, coinciding with the floodplain levee maintenance road. The
equestrian trail will be connected southward to the Texas Horse Park and northward to
regional trails leading to Fort Worth, as well as to the Las Colinas Equestrian Center via
a planned Elm Fork extension.
Water recreation is also a major component of the park program. A boat launch
is proposed at the confluence, which, coupled with a future landing at the Trinity River Audubon Center, establishes a 12-mile, 6–8 hour canoe run exposing
enthusiasts to the totality of the Trinity Lakes Area and Trinity Forest environments. Kayakers and canoeists can also relax on the Urban and Natural Lakes. A
4-mile loop is proposed, starting at the head of the Natural Lake, winding through
the Isthmus and down the Lakes’ Outlet Channel, then onto the Trinity River and

downstream to a short portage path and back up to the head of the Natural Lake.
A boat rental concession at this location will expand the enjoyment of this course
beyond those who own portable watercrafts. Also, a concession for paddle boat
rentals is under consideration at the Urban Lake for people to enjoy a more
casual and shorter boating experience. Completing the boating program is a
proposed Olympic-sized, 7-lane rowing course in the West Dallas Lake. Shielded
from crosswinds by the western levee, this facility is intended to attract local use,
but it is large enough to accommodate national as well as international meets.
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TRINITY PARKWAY DECK

G

100 YR

Section through Downtown Overlook, Arrival Plaza, and edge of Urban Lake.

Key Park Features
Equipped with a diverse array of recreational venues, the park will attract visitors
year-round, from sunup to sundown, around the Natural and Urban Lakes into
the nighttime hours. These lakes and their surrounding features—Downtown
Overlook, Promenade, Central Island and Lakes Isthmus—are envisioned as
the park’s centerpiece. The lakes will draw more than half of the park’s planned
users, an estimated 80,000 people during a fair weather holiday weekend.
It is estimated that the Urban and Natural Lakes will absorb the lion’s share in
capital and maintenance costs. But this is not a disproportionate distribution of
resources: the greatest concentration of future urban development will rise in
close proximity to the lakes’ zone, both on the Downtown Dallas and Oak Cliff
sides of the floodway. More people will live, work and play next to the lakes’ zone
than any other stretch of the park, requiring this zone to be more durable in material form and quality. The scope, size, materiality and operations of the amenities
that surround the lakes have been designed to attract, serve and endure a higher
level of use. More importantly, the lakes’ environment has been designed to fully
withstand flood events while minimizing the maintenance associated with urbanoriented park elements such as shelters, lighting, paving, planters and furnishings.

Unlike other park areas, the Urban and Natural Lakes are encircled by a 6-foothigh engineered berm that will protect them from two-year flood events.

Downtown Overlook
Spanning the east levee and the Trinity Parkway through bridges, decks and
plazas, the Downtown Overlook will function as the major urban gateway into the
park. Ramps, terraces and stairs will guide people down to the Urban Lake, with
places for gatherings, performances and concessions along the way. An extension
of Reunion Boulevard from Industrial Boulevard, terminating in a drop-off plaza,
will facilitate public access to the Downtown Overlook. An overlook building—the
Trinity Discovery Center—is proposed atop a covered section of the parkway,
capturing broad views of the park and the signature bridges. The building is
programmed with exhibit areas, interpretive displays, a small theater, concessions
and support facilities such as public restrooms. The NTTA will fund the portion of
the parkway deck that supports the Downtown Overlook. It is anticipated that adjoining developers might expand the parkway deck in the future and integrate the
overlook area into a larger mixed-use development perched at the edge of park.

Promenade
A mile-long Promenade, designed primarily for casual walking, strolling, sitting and
viewing, is proposed along the entire length of the Urban Lake’s Downtown edge.
Ranging from 25 to over 100 feet in width, the Promenade gently meanders between the lake edge and the parkway floodwall, offering a multitude of large- and
small-scale places at various elevations in which to relax and gather. About 80
percent of the walking surface will be shaded over the course of the day for microclimate comfort. Below the Downtown Overlook the Promenade expands to a
width of about 150 feet to serve as an Arrival Plaza for gatherings, performances
and the start/finish line for athletic events such as triathlons and 5k, 10k and 20k
races. Two landscape “eyebrows” jutting into the Urban Lake bracket this plaza:
one, partially under the Commerce Street Bridge, will invite children and families to
play in a Chinese-inspired water maze; the other, under the shade of the Margaret
McDermott Bridge, will attract teenagers and young adults to test their skills in a
skate park.
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Amphitheater with an “island” stage

Approach to Lakes Isthmus

Aerial view of Lakes Isthmus

Central Island

By contrast, the Natural Lake portion of the Central Island will be treated as an
extension of the river’s and lakes’ riparian environment, with meadow grasses and
drifts of trees on the higher ground, transitioning to riparian vegetation toward
the lake edge and river bank. Seating areas interspersed along secondary trails,
equipped with interpretive signage and displays, will invite people to gather and
learn about the Natural Lake environment including its bioengineered water quality improvement methods.

Lakes Isthmus

By virtue of being pressed between two water bodies, the land separating the new
river channel from the Urban and Natural Lakes has assumed the character of an
island: a destination with unique features. Principal among them is a lawn and treeshaded amphitheater overlooking the Downtown skyline over the Urban Lake, a Fountain Plaza with interactive water features directly across the Downtown Overlook and a
Group Pavilion suitable for large-scale cookouts and gatherings. These facilities will
be lit in special ways for nighttime use, functioning also as viewing icons complementary to the Calatrava designed bridges.* With lawn proposed as the predominant surface, the remainder of the Urban Lake portion of the Central Island will
serve as the park’s primary venue for informal, passive recreation in the tradition
of the “Great Lawn” in Central Park. Tens of thousands will be able to gather in this
section of the island to participate in year-round festivals.

*Santiago Calatrava is the designer of Dallas’ signature bridges—the Margaret Hunt Hill (formerly
Woodall Rodgers) and the Margaret McDermott bridges (I-30).
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The connection between the lakes is envisioned as a stone-clad array of sculpted
terraces leading to a braided spillway that conveys the flow between the Natural
and Urban Lakes—an evocation of the chalk foundation shoals that historically
existed nearby and attracted the first European settlers to the area. The stone
terraces, formed with dolomitic “Lueders” limestone extracted in plates from
quarries near Abilene, Texas, will invite people to approach the spillway channels
and gather near passing boaters. The Lakes Isthmus will also ford the channels
for access to the Central Island. Facing a 3-foot drop between the lakes, boaters will be able to choose between a longer, straighter and easier channel and a
shorter, curvier and more challenging one. A bridge over the channels will provide
access from the Promenade to the Central Island and functions as a high perch
from which to view the boating activity below.
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Trinity Parkway Rendering in Meadows/Wetland Zone
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Representative Parkway Section showing stormwater biofiltration in Meadow/Wetland Zone

Trinity Parkway Interface
As a goal of the design, the “seamless integration” between the Trinity Parkway
and the Trinity Lakes Area hinges on two objectives: (1) the application of shared
aesthetic goals and (2) the mitigation of vehicular impacts in coordination with park
features and functions. To meet the first objective, the park has been divided into
three character zones: (1) the Meadow/Wetland Zone stretching from the river
confluence to the Urban Lake, (2) the Urban Zone encompassing the Urban Lake
past the Lakes Isthmus to the Jefferson Street Bridge and (3) the Forest Zone
extending from the Jefferson Street Bridge beyond the floodway portion of the
park to the Trinity Forest.
Within these zones, both the parkway and park will be landscaped through a common plant palette in support of aesthetic and ecological objectives particular to
each. Within the wide-open Meadow/Wetland Zone, the landscape will highlight
native prairie grasses, wildflowers and wetland plants that enliven the vastness
of the floodway while enhancing waterfowl habitat. By contrast, within the narrower and more built-up Urban Zone, the parkway and park will showcase a more
ornamental landscape integral to the architectural elements that contain it—walls,

planters, paving, and so forth—that is also better able to withstand human activity. Within the Forest Zone, the park and parkway will extend the presence of the
Trinity Forest into the lower reaches of the floodway through the planting of native
Trinity Forest vegetation. Some of this vegetation will be placed on the levee park
adjacent to key access points to reinforce the gateway experience. In the floodway, the vegetation will help slow down the velocity of flood waters, thereby reducing
downstream impact on the existing native forest vegetation.
The second objective is met by interlocking the mitigation of parkway impacts
with desired park features. Within the Meadow/Wetland and Forest Zones, for
example, much of the parkway’s storm runoff will be directed into immediately
adjacent park wetlands for biofiltration purposes. The wetlands also contribute
waterfowl habitat while functioning as a deterrent for people venturing into the
parkway. In the Urban Zone, the mitigation of parkway noise and visual impact will
be achieved partially by increasing the height of the floodwall, installing a “green
wall” on the parkway side of the floodwall and using generous plantings throughout the parkway median. On the park side of the floodwall, the wall will function
as a cooling device with intermittent waterfalls, providing greater microclimate

and ambient noise comfort along the Promenade. Other “interlocking” measures include the use of the parkway’s Houston Viaduct off-ramp, by means of a
16-foot-wide appended sidewalk, as a major pedestrian gateway and emergency
and maintenance access route into the heart of the park. The planting of shade
trees on the levee park (area between the parkway and levee top) will function
as a green screen between the park and city skyline, helping to mitigate parkwayrelated carbon emissions.

Meadow/Wetland Zone

Urban Zone

Forest Zone
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Sustainability is a hallmark of the design for the Trinity Lakes Area which incorporates a range of measures in progressive green technology.
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Environmental and Community Benefits
Transforming more than 2,000 acres of the Trinity River floodway into a worldclass park, with a parkway running along its side, constitutes the largest public
works project in the city of Dallas’ history. The recreational, transportation and
economic development benefits accruing from this enterprise are both substantial
and self-evident. The environmental benefits, however, are just as impressive and
significant:
• A net increase of approximately 1,300 acres of woodland, prairie and wetland
over regularly mowed meadow, adding to the corridor’s value as wildlife habitat, especially for migratory birds.
• T
 he creation of over 20 acres of river terraces designed for riparian habitat,
which will increase aquatic plants and wildlife and improve overall water quality, especially in the Trinity River.
• T
 he planting of an estimated 15,000 trees absorbing potentially 100 tons of
carbon dioxide each year.

Sustainable energy technologies will also be showcased in the park and include wind
turbines and solar cells. These green energy sources will partially offset the power
used by the park for lighting, water aeration and fountains. Green technologies
are also envisioned as part of park maintenance operations including the use of
electric and biofuel-powered vehicles.
Restoring and re-creating native plant based landscapes will be a focus of the park.
Native and naturalized plants will be used, with a majority of plant material being
sourced from within 200 miles of the project site. Sustainable materials used for
paving, seating and walls will also be locally sourced, and in the case of concrete,
will have as high a content of fly ash as possible. Innovative storm water management techniques that incorporate biofiltration will be used throughout the park.
Yet the greatest environmental benefit will be the redirection of urban growth
toward the Trinity Corridor. Much of this growth will be transit- and pedestrianoriented and will take shape in the form of green buildings and landscapes.

Compared with the same growth occurring in outlying, less urban areas, the Trinity developments—more compact, interconnected and Downtown-based—will
achieve a reduction in energy use; this is true especially for transportation and
will result in lower regional carbon emissions. The reduced carbon footprint will
have an overall positive effect on air and water quality in Dallas, as well as overall
quality of life.
Residents in these new communities will create the demand for enhanced services, both in Oak Cliff and the downtown sides: markets, schools and day care
centers, in addition to retail and entertainment establishments. Both current
and future residents will accrue the benefits of such growth. Currently, mobility
between the two sides of the floodway is possible only through the bridges that
cross it. In the future, people will be able to go to and from Oak Cliff and Downtown Dallas through park paths and trails, on foot or bicycle, easily up and over
the levees. The services and attractions on one side of the floodway will be reachable through the park to residents on the other. Few cities in the world will offer
such a healthy, recreation-oriented lifestyle.

Park Identity

“ Through the design guidelines, the material look of the
Trinity Lakes Area emerges comprehensively, guided by
a defining brand and supported by the technical review
of specialists in every area of concern.”

Purpose of the Guidelines:
Establishing a Design Identity
Completed in 2004 and adopted by the Dallas City Council, the Balanced Vision

In support of the Balanced Vision Plan, a subsequent study was completed by

Plan for the Trinity Corridor constitutes the foundation of the Trinity Lakes Area

Camp Dresser McKey (CDM), a consulting firm from Cambridge, Massachusetts,

by setting forth the project’s environmental, recreation, transportation, flood

that specializes in water treatment and facilities design. This study established

control and economic development goals. It was this plan, for example, that reas-

the lakes’ water regime, advancing also the river relocation alignment. Yet the

signed the Trinity Parkway to the Downtown side of the levee, as opposed to the

scope of the Balanced Vision Plan and the CDM studies did not establish a design

earlier “split” solution promoted by the Trinity River Master Implementation Plan

identity for the park; i.e., what exactly people should do where; what the “where”

1998 bond program plan. It was the Balanced Vision Plan that also established

should look like and how it should all be maintained; and, of critical importance,

the creation of two distinctive lakes facing Downtown Dallas—the “Urban” and

how the aggregate of improvements should interface with floodway control and

“Natural” Lakes—as well as the recreational zone located between them and the

other infrastructure requirements. The purpose of Trinity River Corridor Design

river named the “Central Island.”

Guidelines is to place the project at the threshold of technical implementation.
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Rendering of Fountain Plaza on the Central Island

Through the guidelines, the material “look” of the Trinity Lakes Area emerges comprehensively, guided by a defining brand and supported by the technical review of
specialists in every area of concern. The Trinity River Corridor Design Guidelines
aim to describe the quality, use and aesthetic character of the Trinity River floodway
from the Elm and West Fork confluence on the north to the Dallas Area Rapid Transit
(DART) Bridge on the south. Portions of the Guidelines also apply to the Trinity Forest,
especially trails and wayfinding as a way to ensure a smooth recreational transition
between the designed and natural portions of the corridor.
To this end, the Guidelines for each broad area of the park begin with statement of
design intent, followed by specific criteria of performance—the Guidelines proper.

Rendering of Arrival Plaza

Rendering of West Dallas Amphitheater looking towards West Dallas Lake
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June 2007 Workshop

December 2007 Workshop

Design Goals and Objectives
The Trinity Lakes Area will be for the City of Dallas, the state of Texas and the

Two team workshops were held in June and December of 2007 to advance,

country at large—a fantastic place where the once-abandoned and forgotten

respectively, a common statement of design objectives, based on a thorough

Trinity River has been rendered anew. The cool water bodies, shaded promenade

examination of previous planning efforts and more refined design concepts inte-

and miles of trails will attract a daily stream of people who will use the park as

grating the full gamut of issues, which ranged from the poetic to the functional,

their backyard. And as the State Fair, World-Class Sporting Events and Dallas

posed by programmatic needs. Each workshop was attended by city officials and

Arts District currently draw people to the city from around the state and country,

key stakeholders. The park layout and resulting guidelines stem directly from the

so will musical, sporting and art events to be held at the both amphitheaters, the

product of the June workshop. The design goals and objectives, as obtained from

Promenade and Central Island. Just as Central Park is to New York (or closer-

the December workshop, have been used as guideposts in the development of
specific design proposals.

to-home, Lady Bird Lake is to Austin), the Trinity Lakes Area will function as the
new heart of Dallas. To help implement this vision for the park, in 2006 the city
selected a comprehensive team of consultants led by CH2M HILL, an engineering, construction and operations firm; the LOPEZGARCIA GROUP (now URSLOPEZGARCIA), an engineering and environmental planning company; and Wallace Roberts & Todd, LLC (WRT), an eco-disciplinary planning and design firm.

December 2007 Workshop

Park Identity
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Summary of Design Goals and Objectives from the
Joint Consultant Team and Client Workshops:
Environment & Landscape

Sustainability

Community Interface

• Design the landscape as a work of art of the highest caliber.

• Create a park that is at the “cutting edge” of sustainability.

• Fully integrate the USACE concerns over the levees.

• Strive for an ecology that showcases the Texas prairie and riparian landscape.

• Consider the construction/use of the park as a carbon-neutral operation.

• Use cutting-edge technology to sustain and minimize recreational impacts on
this ecology.

• Recycle waste to the fullest extent possible.

• R
 ecognize the different layers of edges (from highways to sumps to levees to the
parkway) as an opportunity to make a positive sequential access experience into
the park.

• R
 einforce the Trinity Corridor as a distinctive “figure” from above
(as seen by the flying public), especially at nighttime.
• D
 esign for seasonal changes in the landscape that can attract people
year-round and bring them back time and again.
• C
 reate a balance between programmed and natural areas, one that supports
a phased implementation.
• D
 esign for floods as an aesthetic event that transforms as well as engages
the landscape (like a grand-scale kinetic spectacle).
• Create a system of low-impact and educational signage.
• Overall, make people feel they are in “another world.”

Recreation & Programing
• Integrate/address the restorative/after-care needs of the Medical District.
• C
 onsider the Trinity Corridor as an extension of the city’s cultural institutions
through venues for art, festivals and performances.
• P
 ursue innovative solutions for “flood-proofing” park support functions
(e.g., concessions, stages) such as floating barges that can be removed prior
to flood events.
• M
 aximize the use of the park as a “living classroom” (for art, environmental
restoration, ecology, sustainable technologies and infrastructure).
• E
 ngage students to help construct and maintain new landscape areas
(wildflower and wetland areas).
• Provide venues for informal and impromptu activities.
• Make the Trinity Corridor the venue for landmark athletic events such as marathon
and triathlon races.
• Establish a balance between large- and small-scale activities.

• C
 onsider recycling the lakes’ water before it goes into the river in order to
include micro-hydraulic power generation.
• R
 ethink the existing power transmission towers as symbols of sustainable energy (wind and solar as well as potentially iconic design elements).
• E
 xpose infrastructure to both save energy and induce learning (e.g., an aqueduct as the lakes’ feeder).
• Create a landscape that minimizes flood-related maintenance and repair.
• Develop a system of measurements that can track environmental progress.
• C
 onsider school programs and special grants as a way to integrate education
into the measurement system.
• C
 oordinate the park’s sustainable program with the city’s form-based approach to immediately adjacent development areas, especially that which
engages public infrastructure (e.g., the “Trinity Ponds”).

• Recognize the “Trinity Ponds” (a.k.a. sumps) as an opportunity for added
recreation, creating “receiving rooms” that invite people over the levees and
into the park.
• C
 onsider the vertical dimension of such edges as a way to enhance the arrival experience (e.g., the existing power transmission towers as a source of illumination).
• F
 ocus on the Continental Viaduct to IH-30 portion of the park as the most immediate opportunity to bring development to the edge of the Trinity Corridor.
• Coordinate/manage the park’s “brand” with identity needs of adjacent development.

Water
• Integrate features that can strengthen public perception of clean water.
• C
 reate a dynamic, living system that embodies multiple effects and expressions
for both recreation and habitat purposes.

Access & Circulation

• Think beyond reflectivity to activate the lakes, so they support recreation.

• Calibrate access needs according to the magnitude of programmed or spon-

• Maximize the lake edges appeal to potentially include opportunities for wading.

sored events and vice-versa.
• Integrate the use of transit as a way to provide access and to minimize auto
intrusion into the park; this will include a potential park tram.
• Consider park-oriented transit as an attraction beyond just a mode of transport.

• E
 stablish water quality suitable for fishing (keeping in mind historical issues with
toxicity and public health).
• Design the river channel as a rich and varied recreational experience.
• Recover the meaning of the sumps as a living trace of the old Trinity River.

• Coordinate private developments to facilitate access to the Trinity Corridor.
• C
 reate a multiple system of universally accessible trails serving the full gamut
of recreational needs: strolling, jogging, recreational and touring cycling,
Rollerblade® skating, Segway® riding and horseback riding)
• Design park trails to connect seamlessly with the regional trail network.
• Fully afford levee maintenance access.
• Treat bridge access ramps as special points of orientation.
• Minimize the visual impact of internal park roads and parking.

Parkway
• Fully consider the NTTA guidelines in the design of the Trinity Parkway.
• Keep safety first.
• D
 esign the parkway as an exemplar of its namesake, inviting its users to make it
a welcome and memorable part of their daily lives.
• M
 inimize the parkway’s “footprint” upon the Trinity Corridor, mitigating visual,
noise, water quality and emission impacts to the fullest extent possible.
• Consider the parkway as a potential showcase of green design.

The Trinity River Corridor Design Guidelines
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An example of a floating wetland that cleans and filters water

Stormwater biorentention system – Treendale Estate, Australind, WA, www.wsud.org

An example of a green wall application on a highway, www.g-sky.com

the choices themselves are important, ensuring that sustainable design decisions
are both visible and comprehensible to the public at large is equally important,
multiplying the positive effect through increased public awareness and education.
From the design choices to the materials and construction methods and, finally,
the ongoing maintenance regime, “sustainable, visible and comprehensible” becomes the mantra for the project.

ing and are visible, comprehensible and attractive to the human eye. The Trinity
Parkway will be a new piece of transportation infrastructure, and, as described in
the Executive Summary, the parkway’s sustainable attributes will include generous vegetation, “green wall“ applications, wind turbines, solar panels and locally
sourced, sustainable materials such as local concrete with high fly ash content.
For more information on the Trinity Parkway, see Section E in the Executive Summary. Overall, the design guidelines for the parkway (a separate report available
through NTTA or the Trinity River Project Office) aim to elevate the parkway into
not only an enjoyable and aesthetically pleasing driving experience, but a green
piece of infrastructure incorporating cutting-edge sustainable technologies.

Sustainability
Advancing sustainable design concepts and methods is central to the The Trinity
Lakes Area project. While the term has recently become ubiquitous, if not indeterminate, sustainability is herein defined as “works that meet the needs of present populations without compromising the ability of future generations to do the
same.” Additionally, the design team’s definition encompasses the ability of the
park’s ecosystem to sustain healthy ecological processes, functions, biodiversity
and productivity on behalf of the region, far into the future. Making sustainable
design choices often results in a balancing of priorities. Two major examples include (1) creating a fantastic recreational amenity for the citizens of Dallas while
also working to increase the size and quality of wildlife habitat in the park and
(2) identifying available, affordable, aesthetically pleasing and durable materials while also ensuring they can be sourced locally or regionally. We believe this
balancing act is crucial to the long-term success and viability of the park.
The ramifications of making sustainable choices affect the long term success and
viability of not only the city and region, but our entire planet. Furthermore, while

Green Infrastructure
Storm water management, water quality and the water cycle of the park as a
whole are components of the park that should be visible, aesthetically pleasing
and understandable to the average park visitor. While engineered solutions for
various infrastructure issues in the park will be necessary whenever possible,
more sustainable bioengineered approaches should be chosen. Bioengineering
approaches to bank stabilization, storm water management and water quality
control are preferable because they create plant and wildlife habitat, reduce
demand for products coming from heavy industry, utilize biofiltration and shad-

Cars on the Trinity Parkway and other adjacent roads will be responsible for
elevated levels of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases present in the air in
and around the park. The overall park design should combat this by dramatically
increasi ng carbon intake (sequestration), which in turn will increase overall air
quality and reduce Dallas’s contribution to global warming.

Park Identity
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Brad Goldberg’s work incorporating a cistern and wind turbine

PV film on a shade structure

Rendering of PV film on proposed shade structure at the Houston Street Ramp

Guidelines:

• Construction materials and equipment should be sourced from within 500
miles of the site, a criterion set by the United States Green Building Council
for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification on
new construction.

Yet the greatest reduction of energy use related to the creation of the park will be
the redirection of growth toward Downtown and the Trinity River Corridor. Much
of this growth will be transit- and pedestrian-oriented, resulting in a reduced
amount of vehicle miles traveled (VMT). Today, VMT is the second largest contributor of carbon dioxide (CO2). The number one contributor is building energy
use. Future growth around the park, compared with the growth occurring in more
distant suburbs, will be more compact and interconnected. With centralized utilities and service efficiencies due to increased densities, per capita energy use will
be lower and result in a reduced carbon footprint.

• The bioengineering practices deployed for stormwater management include
bioswales, bioretention and other wetland environments that are capable of filtering, cleansing and storing storm water before it either infiltrates the parkland or
drains to the river.
• For the river realignment, hard engineered approaches will be required in some
areas. Wherever feasible, bioengineering approaches to bank stabilization such
as soil mats or willow stakes should be used. Stabilization practices that encourage vegetation along the river should be incorporated as often as possible.
• W
 hile the original source for both the Natural and Urban Lakes will be the treated
effluent from the city’s Central Waste Water Plant, planted edges, floating wetlands
and solar-powered aerators should be used to keep water quality as high as possible. Water treated chemically within the park should be the method of last resort.
• For carbon intake and sequestration, the park should be planted with an estimated 15,000 trees, 700 acres of meadows and 300 acres of wetlands, all of
which help absorb tons of harmful pollutants and reduce greenhouse gases.
• Plant material should be grown within 200 miles of the project site to the
extent possible.

• The Downtown Overlook and Continental Bridge improvements should be
LEED-certified.

Energy
A goal of the design is to render the daily use of the park as a carbon-neutral
operation. Windmills and photovoltaic (PV) technologies are proposed as part
of the Trinity Parkway to partially offset energy requirements both in the parkway
and in the park. Within the park, PV panels along the floodwall and atop mobile
restrooms will add to the overall use of green energy. PV fabric is also proposed
on the park’s shade structures, powering their nighttime lighting. Solar-powered
high-efficiency light-emitting diode (LED) trail lighting is under consideration
as well. All of these energy sources will be incorporated into the park design in
a cohesive way so that they feel like an integral part of the park landscape, not
extraneous elements.

Guidelines:
• Solar panels placed on the floodwall should be located above the 20-year flood
elevation in order to reduce the frequency of maintenance and potential repair of
the PV panels due to flood impacts.
• E
 lectric or hybrid vehicles should be used to the extent possible to power park
maintenance and security vehicles.

The Trinity River Corridor Design Guidelines
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Image of an existing Texas pecan orchard

Rendering of proposed bio-filtration wetlands and wind turbines on the Trinity Parkway

Biodiversity

Guidelines:

As it exists today, the site of the future Trinity Lakes Area offers a limited variety
of plant life, with invasive species dominating the flora. Biodiversity is often used
as a measure of the health of ecological systems. A diverse, native-based plant
palette should be implemented in the Trinity Lakes Area project so as to both create and re-create self-sustaining, viable and ecologically sound places that reflect
the native landscapes of the region. While a relatively small portion of the park
(roughly 300 out of 2,200 acres) will require a high degree of maintenance, including regular pruning and mowing, the vast majority of the land will be designed
to grow and thrive with minimal human interference. In many areas, including
the riparian and forest zones, a successional process will be encouraged so that
plants will seed out and reproduce, allowing the creation of native and natural
plant ecosystems over time.

• Roughly 70 acres of riparian landscape, 215 acres of bottomland forest landscape, 780 acres of meadow and prairie-like landscape and 300 acres of wetland landscape should be created in the park. All of these zones will mimic local
native ecozones, composed of a wide diversity of native flora creating habitat
for a diversity of local birds and animals. For a more specific description of
these landscape zones, see Section 3 of the guidelines. For a specific plant list,
see the Appendix Section B.
• W
 herever possible, existing mature and healthy trees will be protected and preserved during construction. An arborist should be retained to assess the health
and potential life span of such trees and assist in determining their preservation
value. Removed vegetation should be ground and reused for mulch purposes
and/or for amending soil mixtures with added organic content.
• P
 lant species that have been deemed invasive or noxious by the State of Texas
should not be used. Invasive species will emerge, however, and should be aggressively controlled through biological or manual control methods. If chemical
control is required, only herbicides approved for aquatic environments should
be used.

Park Identity

Oak Cliff

Downtown Dallas

The park will be equally accessible from both sides of the Trinity River and will have amenities located throughout such that each adjacent neighborhood can access and enjoy equitable park resources.

Social Equity

Guidelines:

The Trinity Lakes Area should be easily accessible from both the Downtown
Dallas and Oak Cliff sides and have amenities located throughout so that all
adjacent neighborhoods have sufficient and equitable park resources within easy
reach. Currently, access to the project site is difficult on all accounts. In the
future, people should be able to access the park at numerous points via foot, bike,
automobile and public transit. The park should also facilitate convenient and safe
travel on foot or on bike to and from Oak Cliff and downtown. Three major water
bodies will be part of the park, with the Natural and Urban Lakes in the southeastern portion and the West Dallas Lake in the northeastern part. These water
bodies, which in their combined length account for half the park’s total length, will
ensure ready access to off-channel waters, trails and lake side picnic areas by all
adjacent residents to the Trinity floodway.

• O
 ver 20 different access points are proposed over the levees into the park.
These points should not be more than three-quarters of a mile apart, with most
one half mile apart or less, depending on city street and neighborhood access
routes. The points of access should be more or less evenly split between the
Oak Cliff and downtown sides.
• T
 he access from South Dallas, especially along Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard
(MLK) should include neighborhood recreation amenities on par with the rest
of the park, as suggested in the 1998 Master Implementation Plan. Moore Park
and the Standing Wave go a long way toward achieving this goal.
• E
 qual opportunity for nature-related education will be fulfilled by the proposed “council circles.” These artist-designed meeting spots, distributed
throughout the park, will provide a locus for hands-on environmental education.
The council circles are intended to be implemented over time as part of a comprehensive art program for the Trinity River Corridor.
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Branding Hierarchy Overview

The Trinity River Corridor Design Guidelines

Graphic Mark

Logo / Primary Brand

Graphically represented in the chart “Branding Hierarchy Overview,” the Trinity
River Corridor goals are the underlying reason for the branding objectives, which
uphold the branding guidelines, thereby reinforcing the credibility of the logo.

Guidelines:

The Trinity Brand
Branding is “rooted in the reality and essence of the place.”
—Paul Rand, American graphic designer, best known for his corporate logo designs
Representing the Trinity River Corridor, The Trinity brand includes three primary components: logo, identity, and message. The logo includes a graphic mark, one primary
brand and three sub-brands (Trinity Fields, Trinity Lakes, Trinity Forest; each having
their own identity, related to each other and the primary brand.) The primary brand
identity includes: the name “The Trinity,” a color palette and gradient, and fonts and
graphic applications that uniquely define The Trinity look. The Trinity brand reflects
a developing and changing reputation, relating to all things associated with the Trinity
River Corridor.

Branding Purpose
The following quotes inspired the branding purpose:
“Elevate your imagination of what the Trinity can be.” “…A place of discovery.”
“The Trinity will be many different things to many different people.”
“The Trinity should reflect our more progressive values.”

The following list captures the essence of the Trinity River Corridor
core project goals:
• Make the Trinity the soul of the city
• Rethink the environment
• Bring people to the water

The Trinity branding objectives are as follows:
• Develop a strong identity to create project awareness
• Win public confidence
• Promote stewardship and sense of ownership
• Identify communications
• Incorporate identity into park equipment and features
• Guide visitors to sights and events

• To maintain a consistent Trinity message now and in the future, all things brandrelated should refer back to these documented criteria so that all messages—
visual, verbal or written—stem from one consistent set of goals. Those using
the brand and sub-brands must adhere to proper usage of the logo and its corresponding components (e.g., font, color, and so forth) in order for the brand to
become recognized and respected by the public.
• B
 rand ambassadors, who will watch over the consistent use of the logo, should
be appointed by the city of Dallas. They are essential to maintaining brand
integrity, helping to ensure the public continues to trust The Trinity brand and
all it stands for.
• If these guidelines are followed consistently and repeatedly, the Trinity brand
will develop a strong brand association over time. Alterations of the brand will
degrade its credibility and confuse the message.

Park Identity
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Sub-brands

Logo
Like all successful brands, the Trinity graphic mark is a straightforward, timeless
expression, communicating a message without the use of language. The concept
behind the graphic mark connects with the brand characteristics and also predicts a future Trinity Corridor story. The Trinity logo represents new life brought
back to the river. Reflecting a new Trinity River Corridor in the making, the dual
concept recalls both a self-healing turning motion (water) and a deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) “double helix” (life force). The suggestion of movement represents
forward progress. As the central element, the river unites the entire Trinity River
Corridor project. The blue-to-green gradation reflects the flowing river water that
nurtures the vegetation of the Trinity Forest.
The ultimate goal, in time, would be for The Trinity brand to communicate a
sustainable future by helping to engage the public. Hopefully, over time, they will
begin to consider themselves Trinity stewards, doing their part each day to protect and nurture The Trinity River Corridor.

The sub-brands, representing fields, lakes and forest, intertwine with the primary
meander brand. The bird, fish and leaf emerge from the meander in a symbiotic
relationship—always connected with the river itself. Each of the three areas of
The Trinity River Corridor has its own unique characteristic as an identifiable
location within the greater whole of the park. All are included here for designers, vendors and consultants who may need reference to them and for the future
development of sub-marks within The Trinity’s graphic identity system.

Trinity Forest
An estimated 6,000 acres of floodplain forest is nurtured and fed by the Trinity
River. The dark green logo highlights an Elm or Pecan leaf, which emerges like the
forest from the overall watery landscape.

Trinity Lakes
With an emphasis on water quality, stewardship and encouraging a healthy aquatic and riparian habitat, the aqua blue logo highlights the shape of a fish swimming
in wetlands, lakes and the river.

Trinity Fields
A natural migratory corridor, green in color most of the year, the Trinity Fields is a
place that attracts many different types of birds. The logo recognizes the presence of such birds in the Elm Fork area by highlighting the shape of the bird’s
body and wing, plus the dot marking the eye.

Please refer to the Appendix Section C for additional logo guidelines including:
Graphic Mark, Logotype, Logo Lock-ups, Color Palette, Restrictions on Altering the Logo
Proper size usage, Backgrounds, Fonts, and Clear Space.

2D

Advertising Examples:
outdoor board, kiosk poster, bus wrap, print ads, website home page

Applying the Logo
Using the brand elements creatively and respectfully will ensure that the
Trinity brand remains trusted by the public at large. The following two pages
provide examples of how the logo and identity should be applied.

Guidelines:
When applying the logo, the credibility of the brand as a three-part
promise must be upheld by doing the following:
• Follow the branding objectives, as they give meaning to the all
branding applications.
• Follow the logo guidelines (as defined in the earlier section on Logo).
• Be consistent with brand look and messaging.
• When possible, make sustainable and environmentally-friendly choices.

Please refer to the Appendix Section C for additional logo applications.

The Trinity River Corridor Design Guidelines
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Existing panoramic view of the Trinity River, from the Oak Cliff side of the river looking towards downtown Dallas, photographed by Cliff Dwelling

Art for the Trinity
“It is not possible to step in the same river twice”
—Heraclitus, a Greek philosopher known for his doctrine of change as being
central to the universe
Art for the Trinity River Corridor is a proposed program conceived to become
integral with the natural environment and ecology of the project and become
a magnet for drawing people to the lakes and river parkland. With this simple
motivation, Art for the Trinity is conceptualized as a three-part “Trinity Specific”
program conceived to unfold and evolve over a number of years. Simply put,
“Trinity Specific” is something that has been conceived solely for the Trinity River
Corridor project and in so doing, cannot be as meaningful or as potent in any
other context.
It is believed that above all, an art program for the Trinity River Corridor should
play a role in inviting the populace of the City of Dallas and its visitors to the

river, lakes, forest, wetlands and prairie environs and provide a cultural window
into a wholly new relationship between the City of Dallas and its river. Art for the
Trinity will need to take into account the single essential reality of the project:
that at certain times of the year the river and everything within the constraints of
the levees will flood for days or weeks at a time and that everything within these
boundaries must be able to sustain the force of powerful floodwaters and emerge
when the water finally recedes, unscathed and requiring a minimum of cleanup.
Seen in the context of all the programmatic items and features that make up the
park project, Art for the Trinity will be most effective if it maximizes the cultural
benefits to the public and at the same time minimizes safety issues relative to the
public, wildlife and infrastructure as well. A temporary art program would need
to come and go between seasons, while a program of permanent works must
conversely be conceived and implemented to take advantage of the flood realities
and respond to this issue with the ability to sustain reoccurring floodwaters while
not degrading the works or creating a high and impractical level of maintenance.

Art for the Trinity need not necessarily be realized with great speed and should
rather be allowed to unfold naturally so as to best understand the ebb and flow
of what will certainly become a dynamic living system. Through a deep understanding of the complexities of this unique project, Art for the Trinity in its natural
evolution should, at its best, heighten the perception of our relationship to a living
system that will soon flourish within the urban environment of the city.

Park Identity
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The following 3 images courtesy of Connemara Conservancy

Part 1: Temporary and Sustainable Works

Guidelines

Art for the Trinity Part 1 has as its focus the native Blackland Prairie landscape of
North Texas, its beauty and the reincarnation of the river within the City of Dallas.
Instead of saying Goodbye to a River, as in the 1959 John Graves novel about
Texas’s Brazos River, we are in fact reacquainting ourselves with the Trinity and
“Saying Hello to a River” from a new generation of urban inhabitants. In reinviting
the citizens of Dallas to discover its river and for visitors to enjoy the vibrancy of
the city, an art program of a temporary yet perennial nature has the ability to annually attract users to what is to become Dallas’ greatest urban park. The establishment of Art for the Trinity: Temporary and Sustainable Works could become
a way for a whole new generation of artists—especially Dallas-based artists—to
express their relationship to the notion of nature, living systems, sustainability, art,
culture, technology and the communities in which we live.

• The Temporary Sustainable Works program should be established as an annual
event from September through November of each year. Autumn has far less
potential for flooding and people will begin to flock to the Trinity, hungry to be
outside after the long and hot summer months. Ultimately, people would flock
yearly to the Trinity River Corridor to see the art projects that come and go, with
the mission of never leaving a permanent mark upon the land.
• L
 ocations for the Temporary and Sustainable Works program should vary from
year to year so that the event itself can act as a means for the public to experience the variety of the Trinity River Corridor. One year, the event may center
around the Urban Lake, perhaps on the Central Island while another year the
program might take place in the Great Trinity Forest or in and around the Pavaho Wetlands. In this way, Art for the Trinity can be a reoccurring event that
can invite, unfold and illuminate the users of the Trinity River Corridor while not
becoming static in the use of the same site over and over.
• T
 he program should be administered by the City of Dallas Office of Cultural Affairs, in cooperation with the Park & Recreation and Trinity Project departments.
An annual operating budget should be established to include fees for a curator,

artists, materials, equipment, artist housing and meals, administrative costs,
insurance, public relations, and opening ceremony and any special events that
might take place in association with the program. These could include musical
events, performances, community picnics, and other potential community-based
events. Solicited volunteers would assist the artist and serve as guides and information providers. Fostering participation by students and volunteers would allow
the public to talk with the artists about their work and participate one-on-one.
• C
 onceived as a reoccurring process, artists would be identified and contracted
with as much as nine months in advance of each year’s exhibition so as to allow
for sufficient planning and preparation. Many of the participating artists would
be young and locally based, perhaps never before having created a work outside
the confines of their studio. The program should be wide thinking in its range and
include performance works as well as other new experimental media. It would
therefore be as much about the process as it is about the product itself and thus
would allow for the desired degree of freedom and experimentation. This approach would allow for the works to evolve and adapt as they progressed. The
only stipulation would be that the land had to revert to its natural state with no
trace upon the closing of the year’s exhibition. With certainty, such a program
would attract artists from all of the country and abroad.
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Council Circles Location Diagram
council circle
*Note: Council Circle locations in the
Trinity Forest have been coordinated with
the Trinity Forest Trails project.

Park Identity

2E

Conceptual renderings of Council Circles

Part 2: Council Circles
Art for the Trinity Part 2 is envisioned as a series of permanently constructed
Council Circles placed throughout the length and breadth of the Trinity River
Corridor. As a background to the idea of the Council Circle, the following is offered: Native Americans and American pioneers viewed the Council Circle as a
gathering place where people could come together as equals to share their views,
participate in free and honest discussions, read or tell stories, act out dramas or
simply meditate on humanity’s relationship with nature. Unity is symbolized in the
figure of the circle.
In a contemporary context, the Council Circle as a work of art could, with certainty, establish a multitude of “places” within the park project that educate and
inspire just as they did in a previous age. Each Council Circle would have its own
spirit, coaxed into form by the individual artist, and become enlivened by the
ever-changing actions of their inhabitants. As an illustration, one particular Council Circle in the environs of the Urban Lake might be of sufficient size as to hold

up to 100 people and become a place to hold small events, gatherings, picnics or
even a moderately sized wedding. In contrast, a Council Circle located within the
Trinity Forest might be quite intimate in character, off the beaten path, holding
perhaps a maximum of a dozen people and lending itself to gatherings of a more
intimate nature. A Council Circle located in the middle of the Cypress Pond could
become a place of destination and education within a network of a man-made biofiltration pond serving to maintain the highest standard of water quality. Wherever
each Council Circle is sited, an artful place could be found that would delight
the public and create places for ordinary and extraordinary things to happen; at
the same moment, the place will be ecologically and practically responsive to the
unique character of the specific environment where it is located.

Guidelines:
• S
 trategically located throughout the Trinity Forest, Natural Lake, Urban Lake,
Wetland and Meadow Zones of the project, a series of Council Circles, small,
medium and large should be designed overtime by commissioned artists. Each
artist would address, through his/her design the specific zone in which the Council Circle inhabited; without doubt, the character of each circle would be unique,
depending on the character each artist imbues it with. The locations of the artistdesigned Council Circles within the Trinity River Corridor would vary in size to
accommodate differing numbers of people and the immediate context of the park.
• Designed and constructed by a variety of artists, each Circle would need to
conform to specific criteria that enable the work to withstand the power of floodwaters over a duration of time consistent with the life expectancy of the project;
it should also be easily maintained within the standard operations of the City of
Dallas Parks and Recreation Department.
• T
 he Council Circles should be conceived as permanent installations, constructed
in permanent materials designed to withstand floods, human use and the affects
of time. From a safety standpoint, people within the circles should be visible at all
times from nearby trail or other vantage points.

The Trinity River Corridor Design Guidelines
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Spoonbridge and Cherry by Claes Oldenburg and Coosje Van Bruggen, Minneapolis Sculpture Garden, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Series of fountains by Isamu Noguchi for the World Expo 70,Osaka, Japan

Part 3: Artwork for the Central Island

Guidelines:

Artist Selection Process

Part 3 of the Art Program envisions the commissioning of a major, permanent
artwork by an internationally renowned artist, either on the Arrival Plaza, the
Fountain Plaza in the Central Island or the Urban Lake itself. The intent is for
this work to be iconic and defining of Dallas as an international hub for art.
The work could involve the design of the entire plaza by an artist working with
water, light, shade structures, plantings, seating and/or sculpture—or to be an
individual work designed to fit within the context of the plaza as designed by
the landscape architect.

• This permanent artwork should be a collaboration between a selected artist
and the landscape architect so as to coincide with the timing of the final design
documentation for the park.

Guidelines:

• T
 his signature work may be commissioned by private donors, working within
the existing framework for donations of art to the City that is established in
the City’s Cultural Policy. The selection of the artist may be done directly by
the donor, in consultation with the Office of Cultural Affairs and subject to the
approval of the Park Board and Cultural Affairs Commission as established in
the Cultural Policy. Alternatively, the Office of Cultural Affairs may conduct a
competition, issue a call for qualifications, or use any of the other artist selection processes that are established in the City’s Cultural Policy.

• In the selection and commission of artists for Art for the Trinity, the City of Dallas shall follow the parameters established in the City of Dallas Cultural Policy.
The Office of Cultural Affairs shall manage artist selection and commissions,
working in collaboration with the Park and Recreation and Trinity Project departments. The Trinity Trust and other community stakeholders shall be invited
to participate in artist selection process, but shall not be entitled to vote.
• W
 henever possible, the City shall use a Request for Qualifications process to
identify artists and the Cultural Affairs Commission and the Park Board shall
be consulted as appropriate in the review and approval of projects; all artists
contracts shall be subject to Council approval.

Environment and Landscape

“Although the existing Trinity River floodplain is already
an altered landscape and will be further altered through
the construction of the project, the design intent is to create
or re-create, self-sustaining, viable and high ecologically
functioning landscapes that reflect the native landscapes
of the region.”

Park Landscape Zones
The park landscape is composed of four basic environmental zones:
• T
 he Meadow/Wetland Zone, extending from the confluence to the
Baker Pump Station outlet channel
• T
 he Urban Zone, extending from the Baker Pump Station outlet channel
to the Jefferson Street Viaduct
• T
 he Forest Zone, extending from the Jefferson Street Viaduct southward
to the Trinity Forest.
• The River Zone, or the river channel and its terraces, end-to-end.

3A
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Landscape Zones
River

Urban

Meadow/Wetland

Forest

Meadow / Wetland Zone

Forest Zone

River Zone

The Meadow Zone intends to showcase the expansiveness of the floodway and
the possibilities for biodiversity and richness inherent in prairie and wetland environments. Comprising about 1,450 acres, the Meadow/Wetland zone is by far the
largest of the four, representing nearly two-thirds of the total Trinity Lakes Area.
The park’s proposed wetlands and meadow coverage are contained in this zone
and almost all of the park’s open-field play is contained in this zone, taking full
advantage of better access, ventilation and wide parkland areas.

As the name implies, the Forest Zone will be characterized by the presence of native woodland trees that will ecologically, hydrologically and aesthetically transition the Trinity Lakes Area into the Trinity Forest. Owing to the lower coefficient
of surface roughness inherent in water, the presence of the Urban and Natural
Lakes will tend to increase the velocity of floodwaters pushing through the Trinity
Forest. In compensation, all of the non-wetland or open water areas south of the
Jefferson Street Viaduct—but especially the area south of I-35—will be planted
with groves of native trees; these will act as a break for flood waters. Such vegetation will reinforce the identity of the Natural Lake as a naturalistic landscape.

The fourth landscape zone is the river itself, the “spine that runs through it,”
shaping the park with its own logic of flow, erosion control and sedimentation.
The River Zone will be unchanging in character as it traverses the other zones,
an evocation of its durability through the ages and primacy as the life force of the
project. Yet, it will be a rich landscape expressing dynamism through a variety of
meanders and floodplain terraces. The experience of navigating downriver will be
anything but unchanging.

Urban Zone
By contrast, the Urban Zone intends to showcase the ornamental and recreational
possibilities of the manufactured landscape, especially around the park’s largest
and created-from-scratch landscape, the Urban Lake. Within this zone, plantings
more typical of urban environments will be found—shade and flowering trees,
colorful planters, vertical green walls, along with more paving and lawn areas conducive to large gathering. The Urban Zone will also be characterized by its architecture: shade structures, pavilions, overlooks and signature buildings perched atop
the Continental Bridge; all will espouse innovations in lightness and sustainability.

Guidelines:
• In order to meet the demand for the high volume of plant material needed for
the construction of the Trinity Lakes Area, a tree nursery should be created as
soon as possible near by the project site. While suggested tree and plant species are included in this chapter, a more specific plant list can be found in the
Appendix Section B.

Environment and Landscape
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River Alignment
River length: 8 miles
River channel area: 225 acres
Oxbow Lake area: 5 acres
existing river channel
proposed river channel

Oxbow Lake

The River
The Trinity Lakes Area includes approximately 8 miles of river channel that will be
realigned, from the confluence of the West and Elm Forks of the Trinity River downstream to the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) bridge. There are three primary categories of design features for this channel realignment: channel pattern (the plan
view alignment of the channel), channel geometry (the cross-sectional configuration of the channel) and channel profile (the longitudinal slope characteristics of
the channel bed).
The existing channel within the project area is predominantly straight, with a geometry that is predominantly trapezoidal. Its banks are relatively steep and channel complexity minimal. The existing channel profile, however, is characterized by
relatively large local fluctuations in slope, with an average slope of 0.0023 for
the entire project area that appears to have been stable since the Unites States
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) reconstruction of the channel in the 1950s.
While the existing channel pattern and channel profile will be altered significantly,
the intent is to preserve the existing average slope of the channel profile.

River Alignment

Guidelines:

It is the intent of the park design to naturalize the existing straight, trapezoidal
river form while accommodating park features and incorporating the influences of
geomorphic controls and processes—all directed toward greater channel stability.
In addition, the proposed channel pattern, geometry and profile should be consistent with the design envisioned in the Balanced Vision Plan (to the extent feasible)
and maintain flood protection functions of the channel for the length of the project.
The realigned channel should also facilitate expected recreational uses and enhance fish and wildlife habitat through improved aquatic and riparian conditions.

• The realigned river channel should have a geomorphically stable channel pattern and geometry that avoids encroaching within 200 feet of the toe of the proposed levee extension. The channel pattern should be offset from all sensitive
floodplain park features by a distance sufficient to allow channel adjustments to
occur without impacting park features over the life of the project. Where this is
not possible, channel geometry should be strengthened, using bioengineering
approaches that incorporate native vegetation and other natural materials.

The Oxbow Lake, located downstream just before the Trinity River enters the
Trinity Forest, is hydrologically part of the proposed alignment. It is intended to be
a quiet backwater habitat for fish and wildlife as well as an exploration zone for
recreational boaters.

• The invert elevation of the upstream oxbow end should be higher than the adjacent river channel so that flow through the oxbow occurs only for flows greater
than the 1-year return interval flow. The invert elevation of the downstream
oxbow end should be the same as the adjacent river channel so that the two
are always hydraulically connected.
• The final design of the channel realignment must be prepared to satisfy all
applicable standards for channel modifications within a designated floodway.
This includes but is not limited to requirements of USACE, the City of Dallas
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River Terraces
River terraces Area: 20 acres
landscape terraces
geomorphic terraces

B
B’

A
A’
and the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). To minimize the extent
of channel bank armoring required in the channel realignment design, the channel
pattern should be offset from all sensitive floodplain park features by the maximum
migration corridor width described in the Geomorphic Assessment and Basis of
Design document (CH2M HILL 2008) for the channel realignment component of
this project.

River Terraces

Guidelines:

River terraces are currently largely nonexistent on site. Creating terraces will produce a more stable foothold for riparian vegetation, according the river a decidedly lush and shady quality and increasing its potential as a wildlife corridor. The
river terraces should be either flat or gently sloping areas along the riverbanks
that improve ecological functions by facilitating bioengineering approaches to
bank stabilization, increasing biofiltration, providing shade and increasing habitat
diversity for fish and wildlife. These terraces should also facilitate recreational
use throughout the river corridor.

• Geomorphic terrace elevations should be set in relation to water surface elevations at effective flow frequencies, with stable slopes given local hydraulic,
geotechnical, and vegetation conditions, and should provide adequate terrace
drainage. Landscape terrace elevations should be set to provide river access
and views with safe and accessible slopes.

Two types of river terraces are proposed: “Geomorphic terraces” and “Landscape
terraces.” The Geomorphic terraces should be sited and designed to create more
natural, depositional, near-bank features in geomorphically appropriate locations,
primarily on the insides of meander bends at low elevations (i.e., frequently inundated). Geomorphic terraces should facilitate creation and maintenance of more
natural aquatic and riparian habitat and provide temporary landing locations for
recreational boaters. Landscape terraces should be sited and designed to facilitate
viewing of and access to the river, be set at higher elevations (i.e., less frequently
inundated), and have flatter slopes than geomorphic terraces.

• Lower elevation (i.e., at or below the base flow water surface elevation)
geomorphic terraces should not be vegetated as frequent inundation will not
support vegetation. The landscape terraces should be vegetated. Species,
locations and planting density on higher geomorphic terraces and landscape
terraces should be based on local inundation frequency, hydraulics, geotechnical conditions, channel roughness requirements and orientation of the terrace
to the river channel and other project features.
• Final design of all river terraces should satisfy all applicable standards for channel modifications within a designated floodway. This includes but is not limited
to requirements of the USACE, the City of Dallas, and TxDOT. Final river terrace
designs must be evaluated for stability and sustainability using geotechnical,
hydraulic and sediment transport analyses. Terrace vegetation should be established in a manner that does not compromise terrace function or stability.

Environment and Landscape

Section A-A’

Typical low energy reach with natural banks and no bank stabilization
approximate 1-year flood
event river level
geomorphic terrace
inundated 75% of the time
approximate 25% duration
flow (320 cfs) river level

Riverbank Treatments
Riverbank treatments include any application of materials to the river’s banks
after grading of design geometry has been completed. Given local bank stability
requirements, riverbank treatments will vary widely: from planting vegetation on
banks in low energy river reaches, to bioengineering including varied combinations of vegetation, erosion control fabrics and stone in moderate energy river
reaches, to stone and concrete in high-energy river reaches. The intent is for bank
treatments to achieve channel stability in a manner that is compatible with the
geomorphic characteristics of the Trinity River and be consistent with the design
of other park features. Bank treatments should also be sustainable and require
only limited maintenance during and after high flows.
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Section B-B’

Typical moderate or high energy reach with bioengineered bank treatments
landscape terrace

approximate 1-year flood
event river level
approximate 50% duration
flow (514 cfs) river level
geomorphic terrace
inundated 50% of the time
bioengineered bank/terrace
with vegetation & stone

High energy bank treatments
High energy bank treatments are designed to protect channel banks in reaches
where predicted in-channel shear stresses and velocities are at or above the
threshold of instability for local channel bank conditions, and rely on harder, more
engineered structures to prevent bank erosion. These can include a range of hard
features such as stone channel bank toes or slopes and articulated slope stabilization blocks. Stone elements of high energy bank treatments can also be integrated with robust bioengineered elements such as vegetated soil lifts and crib
walls, typically on the higher elevation portions of channel banks.
Moderate energy bank treatments
Moderate energy bank treatments are designed to protect banks in reaches
where predicted in-channel shear stresses and velocities are below the predicted
threshold of instability and rely primarily on bioengineered elements. These elements include the use of native riparian plant species for long-term stability and
biodegradable stabilization materials (such as coir coconut fiber fabric) for initial
stability, during the first three to five years. Stone or other engineered elements
may be required in some moderate energy reaches, however these will be less
extensive than those in high energy areas.

Low energy bank treatments
Low energy bank treatments are designed to protect channel banks in reaches
where predicted in-channel shear stresses and velocities are well below the predicted threshold of instability, and rely primarily on vegetation such as hydroseeding with native riparian vegetation.
It is important to note that channel bank erosion is a natural and ecologically valuable process in river corridors, and that the bank treatments described above are
not intended to prevent all erosion throughout the project area. Rather, the proposed bank treatments are designed to manage erosion in a way that optimizes
protection of park features adjacent to the river channel and creation of aquatic
and riparian habitat.
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Riverbank Treatments
high energy bank treatments
moderate energy bank treatments
low energy bank treatments

Guidelines:

Bioengineered bank stabilization:

• F
 inal bank treatments will be designed based on local hydraulic conditions,
maximum shear stresses during high flows, local geotechnical conditions, proximity to other park features and existing or proposed vegetation. Typical
treatments will be designed for river reaches with similar conditions and will
extend the length of a given reach. Transitions between different bank treatments
should be designed to withstand hydraulic discontinuities and changes in shear
stress. All bank treatments will be appropriately “keyed in” at the channel
invert elevation and the top of bank elevation to prevent unraveling of the treatment.
Materials and construction methods for all bank treatments will be specified
to ensure sustainability over the necessary design life for each treatment.

low and medium energy treatments

• T
 he final design of the riverbank treatments will satisfy all applicable standards
for channel modifications within a designated floodway. These include, but are not
limited to, requirements of the USACE, the City of Dallas, and the Texas Department of Transportation. All introduced construction materials are to have originated
within 200 miles of the site. Only native North Texas riparian species should be
planted in riparian areas. See Appendix Section B for a specific plant list.

At construction

Two years later

Environment and Landscape

The Lakes

3C

Crow Lake (existing)

Natural Lake area: 55 acres
Urban Lake area: 90 acres
West Dallas Lake area: 130 acres
Crow Lake (existing): 10 acres

West Dallas Lake

Urban Lake

Natural Lake

The Lakes
Pursuant to the Balanced Vision Plan, three major new lakes are proposed in
the Trinity Lakes Area. The Urban and Natural Lakes closely match the sizes and
locations shown in the Balanced Vision Plan. The West Dallas Lake, however, has
grown substantially in area owing to the need for fill with which to build the Trinity
Parkway. The park will contain two other lakes: an oxbow-like body of water hydrologically connected to the river and the existing Crow Lake. Due to the variety
of recreational programs they support, the West Dallas, Urban and Natural Lakes
have more detailed guidelines in following sections of this report.

West Dallas Lake
With a length of more than 8,000 feet, the “new” West Dallas Lake affords
a unique recreational opportunity: an Olympic-sized, 7-lane rowing course.
The lake will also function as a dramatic background for a large amphitheater.
Trees around the lake should occur sparsely between the lake and the levee,
and more densely on its opposite side, to reinforce the appearance of the river as
a vegetated spine.

Urban Lake

Guidelines:

The Urban Lake should be the most sophisticated, urbanized and highly detailed
area of the park, functioning as the gathering center of the park and the main connection point to the city’s downtown. It will also be the body of water of choice
for recreational boating such as paddle boats and other small rentable crafts. The
Calatrava signature bridges will be reflected on its waters, adding to the Urban
Lake’s grand civic character.

• The West Dallas Lake should be not less than 130 acres in area, including riparian edges, and be 18 feet deep. The source will be groundwater, with river water
supplements keeping the lake at a constant datum between 12 and 18 inches from
the top of bank.

Natural Lake
The Natural Lake should be a shady and peaceful respite for both humans and
wildlife alike. It should be surrounded by forest vegetation, have soft edges and
contain on the lake itself floating wetlands that can help filter and further purify the
lake water. Canoeists and kayakers will boat on the lake, while boardwalks and
soft surface trails will weave around and even over the lake, allowing visitors
more intimate access to the water. The existing Crow Lake will be modified as
minimally required to thread the park road and perimeter trail between the lake
edge and the Trinity Parkway embankment, and will continue to be fed by groundwater and rainwater.

• T
 he Urban Lake should be about 90 acres in area and excavated to a depth of
12 feet. The water elevation will fluctuate between 398 and 400.
• T
 he Natural Lake should be about 55 acres in area, including riparian edges, and 12
feet deep. The lake’s water level should remain constant at elevation 402.
• A
 navigable channel(s) should negotiate the 3-foot difference in elevation between the Urban and Natural Lakes, and a protective berm set at elevation 406
(minimum) should ring the two lakes to restrain floodwaters from entering the
lake environment. The topography of the berm should vary in elevation and shift
in plan reinforcing the Central Island’s wave-like topography.
• W
 eirs for floodwater access into the Urban Lake should be armored and controlled as dictated by hydrologic requirements, should be set at elevation 404
and placed under existing and proposed bridges to limit hardscape areas of the
Central Island.
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Riparian
Riparian Area: 70 acres
Representative Plant Species Include:

• Canopy Trees:
Cottonwood, Texas Ash, American Elm, Sycamore

• Understory Trees:
Redbud, Black Willow, Roughleaf Dogwood

• Herbaceous:
Virginia Wildrye, Prairie Cordgrass
Switchgrass, Knotgrass

Character image of Riparian Corridor

Landscape Types
Although the existing Trinity River floodplain is already an altered landscape and
will be further altered through the construction of the project, the design intent
is to create or re-create, self-sustaining, viable and high ecologically functioning
landscapes that reflect the native landscapes of the region. Within the four broad
environmental zones described previously, the park will exhibit vital habitats, each
placed in reinforcement of the others as interconnected ecologies: riparian, wetland,
meadow, bottomland forest and urban forest. The first four habitats occur naturally
in North Texas, while the last will be composed mainly of North Texas native and
naturalized plant species.

Riparian
Riparian zones are ecologically diverse vegetated areas alongside freshwater
streams, creeks or rivers and contribute to the health of aquatic ecosystems by
filtering out pollutants, protecting aquatic environments from excessive sedimentation, and preventing erosion through bank stabilization. Riparian communities
are critically important habitats, especially in arid or semiarid situations such as
the American West, because plants and animals reach far greater levels of diversity and abundance in riparian zones than in nearby habitats.

Guidelines:
• Plant community should consist of an overstory of tall trees, with a mid-canopy
of short-statured trees and an understory of shrubs, saplings and herbaceous
vegetation. A variety of species should be planted to provide many ecological niches for wildlife; species adapted to wetter conditions are to be planted
closer to the river’s edge and those less tolerant, planted higher up and on top
of the banks.

• A
 ll planted vegetation should be able to withstand the stresses presented by the
dynamic nature of the river and should be established at a density that will form
a closed canopy upon reaching maturity.
• T
 he final design of the riparian zones must meet the requirements of the
USACE and the City of Dallas for vegetation planted in floodways. Only native North
Texas riparian species are to be planted in the riparian areas. See Appendix
Section B for a specific plant list.
• P
 lant materials must be at least three years old, trees must be no smaller than 5-gallon size, and shrubs must be no smaller than a 1-gallon size. Certain bioengineering species can be established from cuttings. Black willow should not be part of
the planted plant community but will naturally seed into the environment.
• W
 ith the exception of invasive species control, repair of bioengineering areas or
removal of trees that present a danger to park visitors, there must be very limited management of the riparian forest. Natural regeneration and successional
processes must be allowed to proceed unhindered.

Environment and Landscape

Meadow
Meadow Area: 780 acres
Representative Plant Species Include:

• Grasses:
Big Bluestem, Switchgrass, Little Bluestem, Indian Grass

• Wildflowers:
Winecups, Bluebonnets, Mexican Hats, Horsemint

• Tree Groves:
Honey Locust, Cedar Elm, Bur Oak, Monterrey Oak

Character image of Meadow Zone

Meadow

Guidelines:

Dallas is located in the Texas Blackland Prairie, an ecoregion that covers approximately 6.1 million hectares of land in Texas, from the Red River in the north
to near San Antonio in South Texas. This region is a small part of the much larger
North American tallgrass prairie community that runs from Manitoba in Western
Canada to the Texas Coast. The natural vegetation of this region is dominated by
tallgrass prairie in the upland areas, with deciduous bottomland forest common
along low-lying areas.

• The meadow areas should be planted with a diverse range of native grasses
and wildflowers, consistent with the numbers of species found in the North
Texas ecoregion. Small groves of native trees should be planted intermittently
alongside proposed paths to create areas of shade. See Appendix Section B for
a specific plant list.

The meadow habitats are intended as prairie-like grasslands reminiscent of the
native Blackland Prairie landscape of North Central Texas. Strewn with wildflowers, numerous native grasses and a few specimen tree groves, these meadows
will provide an ever-changing colorscape throughout the seasons. Paths and
roads should wind their way through these meadows, allowing visitors to walk,
jog, drive or cycle through the wildflowers and blowing grasses. As compared
with the regularly mown and maintained lawn areas of the park, the meadows
should be aesthetically wilder and provide increased habitat for birds, butterflies
and other wildlife. In acreage, the meadows will be the dominant landscape type
within the park.

• A
 yearly mowing regime should be specified and adhered to. This will allow the
meadows to grow and thrive while simultaneously ensuring that successional
shrubby and woodland species do not take hold.
• Invasive species such as Johnson grass and other noxious weeds should be
controlled biologically and manually. If chemical control is required, only herbicides approved for aquatic environments should be used. Seed sources for
noxious weeds exist in the floodplain soil and will be unearthed in the construction of the park project. Controlling invasive species will be of paramount
importance in the initial construction phases of the park.

Diagram showing the location and extent of the Blackland Prairie in Texas
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Wetlands

Representative Plant Species Include:

Corinth Wetlands Area: 70 acres

• Woody Plants:

Lake Edge Marshes Area: 10 acres

Roughleaf Dogwood, Elderberry,
American Beautyberry

Cypress Wetlands Area: 10 acres

• Herbaceous:

Hampton Wetlands Area: 160 acres

Switchgrass, Indian Grass, Eastern Gamagrass,
Bulrush, Baltic Rush, Prairie Cordgrass

Pavaho Wetlands Area: 50 acres
Total Wetlands Area: 300 acres

Hampton Wetlands

Biofiltration Wetlands

Pavaho Wetlands

West Dallas Lake Marshlands
Existing Emergent Wetlands

Cypress Ponds

Natural Lake Marshlands

Corinth Wetlands

Wetlands

Marshlands

Hampton and Biofiltration Wetlands

Under the Clean Water Act, the term “wetlands” means “those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated
soil conditions.” This prolonged presence of water creates conditions that favor
the growth of specially adapted plants called hydrophytes as well as characteristic wetland soils called hydric soils. Wetland types vary widely due to differences
in soils, topography, climate, hydrology, water chemistry, vegetation and human
disturbance. The Trinity Lakes Area project wetland environments will include
newly constructed stormwater management wetlands, mitigation wetlands, cypress wetlands and marshland wetlands; these environments will also include the
enhancement of existing emergent wetlands already occurring in the floodplain
today. All of these wetland environments will play a role in improving overall water
quality by removing nitrogen, phosphorus and other pollutants from urban runoff,
and will help to increase both the amount and quality of plant and wildlife habitat
in the park.

The marshlands should be lushly vegetated zones along the sloping banks of both
the West Dallas and Natural Lake. The flora should be herbaceous in nature and
should wind in and out of the lake edge, creating half moon-like arcs of lush green
and, at times, flowering vegetation. In some areas, boardwalks should weave into
these zones and allow visitors to view this landscape system and related wildlife
up close.

Located in the vicinity of the Trinity Parkway between the Sylvan and Westmoreland bridges, the Hampton Wetlands are intended to mitigate the loss of wetland
caused by the construction of the parkway. Additional proposed Biofiltration
Wetlands above and beyond the mitigation requirements are intended as biofiltration cells related to parkway storm runoff. Owing to their adjacency, the totality
of cells contained in these combined wetlands will result in major increases in
habitat benefits for the park and the greater Dallas urban region.

Guidelines:
• The marshlands should be planted with herbaceous hydrophilic species native to North Texas, with appropriate species planted at appropriate inundation
levels along the slopes. Invasive species should be treated immediately through
either biological or manual control. If chemical control is required, only herbicides approved for aquatic environments should be used.
• O
 nly North Texas native plants must be planted. See Appendix Section B for a
specific plant list.

Guidelines:
• The Hampton Wetlands should be constructed and planted with soils and vegetation
that are consistent and in proportion to wetlands of the Blackland Prairie ecoregion.
The topography should consist of low areas that retain water frequently and higher
elevations that are inundated less frequently, creating a variety of plant and wildlife
habitat.
• T
 he Biofiltration Wetland immediately adjacent to the parkway should be dedicated as bioretention and filtration areas, capable of holding up to a 25-year,
24-hour storm event. A 20-hour retention period is recommended for maximum
filtration benefits.

Environment and Landscape

Character Image of a mitigation wetland

Rendering of West Dallas Lake marshlands
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Section of lake edge marshlands along the Natural lake

100 YR FLOOD

URBAN LAKE

Character Image of a mitigation wetland

Rendering of Corinth Wetlands

Section of Cypress Ponds on the Promenade along the Urban Lake

Pavaho Wetlands

Guidelines:

Corinth Wetlands

The layout of these planned wetlands predate the preparation of these design
guidelines. The proposed park design recognizes this condition by maintaining
adequate setbacks between the river and the wetlands, and by minimizing
human activity in their vicinity.

• T
 his Cypress Ponds along the Urban Lake should be periodically filled with
water from the bottom third of the lake basin. Pumped from the lake under the
Promenade, lifted up and over the adjacent water wall, the water will first be
aerated by the water wall and then further filtered by the ponds before finally
returning to the Urban Lake. The wetland ponds should be five feet in depth
and be equipped with overflow mechanisms to prevent overtopping.

These emergent wetlands already exist at the southeast edge of the project,
just before the Trinity River flows into the Great Trinity Forest. They should be
further enhanced through grading and planting to increase plant and animal
habitat. Boardwalks and soft-surface trails should meander through these areas, providing park visitors with an intimate view of wetland habitat and wildlife.
Wildlife observation areas with blind structures should also be located within the
wetlands to provide further viewing opportunities and places to rest.

Cypress Ponds
Constructed Cypress Ponds are proposed to bring shade and cooling to the
heart of the park, especially alongside the floodwall edge of the Urban Lake
Promenade. They also should function as biofiltration areas capable of absorbing lake nutrients through recirculating mechanisms. These constructed wetland
ponds would feature Bald or Pond Cypress and other water-tolerant herbaceous
plants capable of high rates of biofiltration. As a tree mass, the Cypress will also
help visually screen the Trinity Parkway from the park, mitigate the noise from the
parkway and create on the park side a green buffer reaching towards the
city skyline.

• A
 long the Natural Lake, the Cypress Ponds should be designed to receive,
retain and filter storm runoff from the future Interstate-35 signature bridge,
thus performing an infrastructure function. Filtered waters should return to the
Natural Lake.

Guidelines:
• T
 hese wetlands should be planted with native North Texas wetland species in
appropriate numbers and diversity. See Appendix Section B for a specific
plant list.
• A
 minimum of three observation areas should be incorporated that vary in
size and scope.
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Bottomland Forest
Bottomland Forest Area: 215 acres
Representative Plant Species Include:

• Canopy Trees:
Pecan, Honey Locust, American Sycamore, Texas
Ash, Sourgum

• Understory Trees:
Redbud, Rusty Blackhaw Viburnum,
Fringe Tree, Roughleaf Dogwood

Bottomland Forest

Guidelines:

Bottomland hardwood forests occur in the low-lying areas of the Blackland
Prairie, generally in the floodplain areas of creeks and rivers. These forests are
among the wettest types and represent a transition between drier upland forests
and very wet riparian floodplain and wetland forests. While trees and plants in
this ecosystem cannot tolerate long periods of flooding (as in a swamp), they can
handle periodic flooding. Composed of an overstory of dominant tree species
(core species), an understory of companion trees and shrubs and a ground cover
layer of herbaceous plants, bottomland forests provide abundant food and cover
for numerous small mammal, reptile, insect and bird species.

• T
 hese areas are to be densely planted with specimen groves of tree and shrub species found in the Blackland Prairie floodplain. All planted vegetation should be able
to withstand the stresses presented by the dynamic nature of the river. See Appendix Section B for a specific plant list.

The park design envisions Bottomland Forest zones primarily within the floodplain
to offset increased flood flows caused by the removal of portions of the ATSF
bridge and help mitigate anticipated higher flood velocities aiming for the Trinity
Forest. Within the project site, certain existing tree groves have been identified
that should be preserved, and where possible, expanded upon.

• Invasive species such as privet or Chinese tallow should be controlled biologically
and manually. If chemical control is required, only herbicides approved for aquatic
environments should be used.
• A
 s with the Riparian planting, all plant material must be at least three years old, trees
must be at least 5-gallon size and shrubs 1-gallon size. With the exception of invasive
species control or the removal of trees that present a danger to visitors, there must
be very limited management of the bottomland forest. Natural successional
processes must be allowed to proceed unhindered.
Image of existing Bottomland Forest in the Great Trinity Forest

Environment and Landscape
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Urban Forest
Urban Forest Area: 40 acres
Representative Plant Species Include:

• Canopy Trees:
Chinese Elm, Magnolia, Bald Cypress,
Monterrey Oak, Bigtooth Maple

• Understory Trees:
Chitalpa, Crepe Myrtle, Mexican Plum,
Mexican Buckeye

Colorful planting in the Urban Forest Zone

Urban Forest

Guidelines:

While the Urban Forest areas of the park will not mimic a naturally occurring
North Texas landscape type or ecoregion, they will be composed of many native
and naturalized tree species. Nonnative ornamentals that have not been deemed
invasive or in other ways problematic will also be used. Given the proximity to
Downtown Dallas, this should be an especially welcoming area, inviting people to
come from the city and beyond, cross over the parkway and the levee and enter
the park through the shade and rich textures and colors of a varied plant palette.

• T
 rees and other plant species chosen for these areas should not produce
excess fruits or seeds, should be tolerant of urban stresses such as soil compaction and pollution and should be approved by the City of Dallas’ Park’s
Department Urban Forester. The floor of the Urban Forest should be amenable
to passive recreational use and could be composed of short grasses, loose paving
such as gravel, decomposed granite or hard paving. Both canopy trees and understory trees should be used, yet no shrub layer or herbaceous layer is to be part
of this Urban Forest. See Appendix Section B for a specific plant list.

Occupying the levee and the Promenade, the Urban Forest is intended as an
easily accessible area of the park, with trees limbed up and planted at adequate
distances apart, allowing visitors to pass both under and between the lines, grids
and groves of trees. The tree plantings are designed to enhance site lines, soften
edges and frame important views. Interesting and diverse planting patterns are
proposed to create both intimate and grand spaces. While wildlife will enjoy the
shade and certain trees will provide them with edible fruits and seeds, this zone
should be designed primarily for human enjoyment and passive recreational use.
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Turf Parkland Zones
Turf Parkland Area: 225 acres
Representative Plant Species Include:

• Canopy Trees:
Honey Locust, Bowhall Maple,
American Sycamore, Bur Oak

• Turf: Zoiysa, Bermuda and Buffalo

Turf
Turf areas include the recreational and flex fields, much of the Central Island,
both amphitheaters, balloon launch sites and the boathouse area. All will be heavily used areas of the park and therefore require a regularly mowed turf surface,
and all are intended as generally wide open spaces.

Guidelines:
• Turf or lawn areas should be mowed on a regular basis to ensure that weeds
and woody plants do not take hold and to provide an easy surface for sports,
picnicking and other forms of both passive and active recreation.
• D
 edicated playing field areas and the Central Island should be mechanically
irrigated. Water for turf irrigation of the Central Island should be sourced from
the Urban Lake.
Rendering of recreational fields, one of the Turf Zones in the park

Access and Circulation

“What for most people is a pass-through experience,
with glimpses of vegetation or the Trinity River caught at
high speed from an interstate, will, in the near future,
be a go-to place.”

Access and Circulation
The “mental map” of the Trinity River Corridor will be redrawn for Dallasites
when the Trinity River Audubon Center gains full flight, the Texas Horse Park
gallops at full rein and, of course, when the floodway transforms into one of
nation’s largest and most compelling urban parks. What for most people is
a “pass-through” experience, with glimpses of vegetation or the Trinity River
caught at high speed from an interstate, will, in the near future, be a “go-to”
place. And as the mental map is redrawn, a new physical map will need to be
put in place to help people get there!

This new physical map consists of external and internal elements, from Interstate signage directing visitors to park entry points to roads and trails within
the park connecting various recreation venues. This section of the guidelines
addresses the internal aspects of circulation from the park thresholds or gateways to the system of roads, parking, potential transit and trails that will allow
people to move about. The section on Wayfinding, found in the Appendix Section D, addresses the external approaches to the park as well as the system of
signs that will help people find their intended destinations.
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Regional Getaways
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Westmoreland

Hampton

Sylvan

Continental North

West Dallas /
Continental South

West Dallas

West Dallas Recreational

Crown Park Promenade,

Continental Bridge,

Continental Bridge,

Promenade, Central

Promenade, Central Is-

Natural Lake,

Moore Park, Standing

Amphitheater \ Lake,

Complex, Lake

West Dallas Recreational

Central Island, Group

Central Island,

Island, Urban Lake

land, Urban and Natural

Cypress Wetland Pond,

Wave, Corinth Wetlands

Complex

Pavilion

Urban Lake

Lakes

Boat Launch

Downtown Overlook

Houston Street

Industrial / MLK

Moore Park

Motorized Access

Emergency & Controlled
Motorized Access
Non-Motorized Pedestrian
& Bicycle
Program Areas Served

Boat Launch

Community Getaways

Mockingbird North

Charlie Pump Station Barker Pump Station

Oak Lawn

Commerce /
Fast Track

Oak Cliff /
Founders Park

Elouise Lundy Park

West Dallas

Hampton Wetlands,

Hampton Wetlands,

Crow Park, Central

Central Island, Lakes

Central Island,

Corinth Wetlands,

Amphitheater & Lake

West Dallas Lake &

Crow Park, Pavaho

Island, Promenade

Isthmus, Promenade

Lakes Isthmus

Natural Lake,

Amphitheater

Wetlands

Pluto / Bernal West

Westmoreland South

Inwood

Pavaho

Coronet

Coombs Creek

Greenbriar

Cedars West

Corinth

West Dallas Flex Space

West Dallas Flex Space,

Hampton Wetlands,

West Dallas Recreational

Pavaho Wetlands,

Central Island, Lakes

Central Island,

Natural Lake,

Corinth Wetlands,

& Lake, Boat Launch

Lake & Amphitheater

West Dallas Lake &

Complex, Pavaho Wet-

Central Island,

Isthmus, Promenade

Lakes Isthmus,

Cypress Wetland Pond,

Standing Wave,

Amphitheater

lands, Crow Park

Promenade

Promenade

Boat Launch

Natural Lake

Motorized Access

Emergency & Controlled
Motorized Access
Non-Motorized Pedestrian
& Bicycle
Program Areas Served

Neighborhood Getaways

Boat Launch

Motorized Access

Emergency & Controlled
Motorized Access
Non-Motorized Pedestrian
& Bicycle
Program Areas Served

Access and Circulation

Gateway Walkability
Regional Gateway
Community Gateway
5 Min.Walk

Neighborhood Gateway

10 Min. Walk

Gateways
Gateways provide a unique sense of anticipation, transition and passage. For the
Trinity River Corridor, they identify entry points and trailheads into the park from
the central city, surrounding neighborhoods, and regional trail system. Gateways
can have a variety of configurations and scales through the use of surface treatments
and architectural elements.
There are three critical gateway development levels identified for the Trinity River
Corridor. The scale of the Trinity River Corridor is immense; yet confined as it is behind
levee barriers and locked gates, the park will have well designed and thoughtful public
access into its many areas.
Regional Gateways are major points of entry that create a sense of arrival and
convey a strong first impression of the park character. They should be easily recognized from a distance and designed to an appropriate scale for both motorized
and non-motorized access. Elements associated with regional gateways include:
external and/or internal parking, restroom facilities, information kiosks and directional aides and, potentially, concessions. All regional gateways should be served
externally by transit to accommodate large festivals and events.

Community Gateways are similar in nature and character to regional gateways but
are smaller in scale and serve the communities where the gateway is located. Community gateways provide linkages from community facilities to the park and may have
entries for both pedestrian/cycle and vehicular traffic. They should be easily recognized
and designed to an appropriate scale for both vehicles and pedestrians. Elements associated with community gateways include: access to nearby external parking or internal
parking, information kiosks and directional aides.
Neighborhood Gateways offer a safe entry for pedestrians and cyclists to access the park. They are intended to complement the more significant regional and
community gateways by providing specific neighborhoods immediate access to the
park, eliminating long walking distances between access points. Pedestrian/Cycle
gateways provide community and neighborhood connections through nearby
access to city parks, city and regional trails and schools. Elements of pedestrian/
cycle gateways include: information and educational kiosks or signage that welcomes the neighborhood user into the park. No vehicular access across the levee
is planned at any of these gateways.

Guidelines:
• Access points should not exceed three-quarters of a mile apart to maximize
flexibility, connections and continuity of access into the park by all users.
• A
 ll forms of access and circulation should be considered: motorized,
non-motorized and water-based.
• A
 ccess points should provide easy access and linkages to neighborhood
parks, facilities and citywide and region-wide trail systems.
• All access points should include wayfinding features.
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Regional Gateways (9)

Houston Street Ramp

Industrial/MLK
(Riverfront)
Sylvan
West Dallas /
Continental South
Hampton

Continental North

Downtown Overlook

Moore Park

Westmoreland

Regional Gateways
Westmoreland: This gateway provides motorized and non motorized access from
the Westmoreland Bridge. This access point will primarily service the needs of
the West Dallas Lake and amphitheater.
Hampton: (NTTA) Hampton Road would provide vehicular access to the interior
soccer fields, playgrounds and West Dallas Lake. Significant interior parking is
provided at these locations. Regional access is provided from the Trinity Parkway.
Sylvan: (NTTA) The Sylvan Gateway is approximately the halfway point of the
park. The new Sylvan Bridge would provide direct access to Crow Park and
internal parking near the Urban Lake/Trinity River connection. This access point
provides the closest interior parking to the Promenade and functions as one of
the five access points from the Trinity Parkway.
West Dallas/Continental South: Continental Bridge is intended to be a significant
gathering place, connecting downtown and Oak Cliff while offering views of the
Margaret Hunt Hill Bridge reflected in the Urban Lake. This pedestrian-oriented

bridge will include access to the West Dallas community via at-grade pedestrian
crossings of Beckley Avenue and trail linkages. The design of this feature may
include direct transit access via trolley or passenger drop-off areas located at the
ends of the bridge. No vehicular access across the levee is planned.
Continental North: Continental Bridge is intended to be a pedestrian bridge and
significant gathering place connecting downtown and Oak Cliff while offering
views of the Margaret Hunt Hill Bridge reflected in the Urban Lake. The design
of this feature may include direct transit access via trolley or passenger drop-off
areas located at the ends of the bridge.
Downtown Overlook: (NTTA)This gateway is the prominent feature of the Promenade and the primary access point from the Central Business District (CBD).
Vehicular activity and parking would occur outside of the levee. Union Station is
within 3,000 feet of the overlook. Alternative modes of transportation, such as
shuttles along Reunion Boulevard to the station, or an aerial tramway to the station and beyond to the planned convention center hotel should be considered.

Houston Street Ramp: (NTTA)The significance of this gateway will be the pedestrian/cycle ramp that will descend from Houston Street onto the promenade near
the isthmus. Houston Street is currently a one-way, four-lane facility traveling away
from the CBD with insufficient sidewalk capacity. It is recommended that the external travel lane be converted to a barrier separated cycle/pedestrian/transit-only
lane. Direct access ramps from the Trinity Parkway will intersect Houston Street
and Jefferson Boulevard. Due to the proximity of CBD parking and city-owned Reunion parking garage, it is anticipated that this gateway will be one of the significant
event access points with potential shuttle capabilities.
Industrial/MLK (Riverfront): (NTTA)This gateway should be treated as a joint gateway for the Natural Lake headwaters and potentially to South Dallas via the levee
past the DART Bridge to Forest Avenue. Park features served by this gateway are
the Natural Lake boating facility and pecan grove.
Moore Park: Moore Park serves as a transition point between the Trinity Lakes Area
and the Trinity Forest. Vehicular access into the corridor will originate from Santa Fe
Avenue, located just north of the 8th and Corinth DART Station. This roadway will connect to the Primary Trail, small boat river access, as well as the Santa Fe Trestle Trail.

Access and Circulation
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Community Gateways (7)

Charlie Pump Station
Mockingbird

Baker Pump Station

Oak Lawn

Commerce/ Fast Track Overlook

Oak Cliff / Founders Park
Elouise Lundy

Community Gateways
Mockingbird: Located on the north side of the Mockingbird/Westmoreland
Bridge, this access point would provide pedestrian and cycle access to the
downtown levee trail. Key features are downtown views and access to the
Primary Trail.
Charlie Pump Station: This gateway provides access for future development
along Irving Boulevard and the old Trinity River meanders. Located on the north
side of the levee, this access point would provide pedestrian and cycle access to
the downtown levee trail. Key features are a levee-top vantage point of the downtown skyline and West Dallas Lake and access to the Pavaho Wetlands.
Baker Pump Station: This gateway provides access for the potential development
of a residential Oak Lawn/Design District community. Located on the north side
of the levee west of Sylvan Drive, this access point would provide pedestrian and
cycle access. Key features are connections to the downtown levee trail and Pa-

vaho Wetlands, a levee-top vantage point of the downtown skyline and connection
from the Trinity Strand Trail. Minor exterior on-street parking would be available
at this location.
Oak Lawn: The Oak Lawn access point would provide pedestrian and cycle
access. Located on the north side of the Trinity Parkway, this gateway provides
neighborhood access for the Oak Lawn community and potential residential
development west of Oak Lawn Avenue. Key features include connections to the
Downtown Levee Trail and Primary Trail and access to the river-to-lake boat connection. No vehicular access across the levee is planned.
Commerce/Fast Track Overlook: This gateway would provide the most direct
access to the Central Island. External parking would be required at this location,
as there is no internal vehicular circulation within this portion of the Trinity River
Corridor. Transit access may include rubber-wheeled trams, traditional buses or
electric trains as described in the DART 2030 Transit System Plan.

Oak Cliff/Founders Park: This gateway provides significant access for the Oak
Cliff neighborhood. Founders Park and Lake Cliff Park are within walking distance and offer external parking. Access here provides direct access to the Lakes
Isthmus, Promenade, and the Central Island. A transit node at the base of the
Houston Street Bridge and linkage to the regional trail network is programmed.
Elouise Lundy: This gateway is adjacent to the Elouise Lundy Recreation Center
and will provide motorized and non-motorized access to the park. Pedestrian and
cycle access will be provided on ADA-accessible ramps. Interior parking will be
provided for access to the central island, Corinth Wetlands, and the Natural Lake
area. Minor exterior parking and a playground are provided at this location.
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Neighborhood Gateways (9)

Inwood

Pluto/Bernal West
Cedars West

Pavaho

Coronet

Coombs Creek
Westmoreland South

Greenbriar
Corinth

Neighborhood Gateways
Pluto/Bernal West: Located on the west side of the levee west of Westmoreland
Road, the Pluto/Bernal West access point would provide pedestrian and cycle access on ADA- accessible ramps integrated into vehicular ramps. A small amount of
parking will be available on the outside of the levee and within the levee at the West
Dallas Lake. Key features are connections to the Primary Trail and Oak Cliff Levee
Trail, as well as access to the to the proposed balloon area/flex space and prairie
areas of the park.
Westmoreland South: Located on the west side of the levee, the Westmoreland
South access point would provide pedestrian and cycle access on ADA-accessible
ramps. Key features are connections to the Oak Cliff Levee Trail, Primary Trail,
view of the large amphitheater and access to the to the proposed West Dallas Lake
and rowing facility.
Inwood: Located on the east side of the levee, the Inwood access point would
provide non-motorized access on ADA-accessible ramps. Key features are connections to the mitigation wetlands and the West Dallas Recreation Complex.

Pavaho: Located on the west side of the levee between Hampton and Sylvan,
the Pavaho access point would provide pedestrian and cycle access on ADAaccessible ramps for community and neighborhood connections. Key features are
connections to the Oak Cliff Levee Trail, levee-top vantage point into the floodway
and access to the West Dallas Recreational Complex and the Pavaho Wetlands
area of the park.
Coronet: This gateway provides neighborhood access for the West Dallas
community within walking distance and nearby parks. Located on the west side
of the levee adjacent to the shortest section of the levee, this access point would
provide pedestrian and cycle access on ADA-accessible ramps. Key features are
connections to the Oak Cliff Levee Trail, a levee-top vantage point of the downtown skyline and access to the Pavaho Wetlands. Minor exterior on-street parking
would be available at this location.
Coombs Creek: This gateway provides neighborhood access for the Kessler Park
East and North Oak Cliff community. Located on the west side of the levee adjacent
to the Margaret McDermott Bridge overpass, this access point would provide pedes-

trian and cycle access on ADA-accessible ramps. Key features are connections to
the Coombs Creek Trail, the Oak Cliff Levee Trail, access to the Skate Park, Central
Island, the Lakes Isthmus and Central Island Amphitheater.
Greenbriar: This access point would provide non-motorized access on ADA-accessible ramps. Key features are connections to the Coombs Creek Trail, the Oak Cliff
Levee Trail, access to the Skate Park, Central Island, the lakes Isthmus and the
Central Island Amphitheater.
Cedars West: Provides pedestrian and cycle access ramps. Located on the
north side of the Dallas North Tollway, this gateway provides neighborhood access for the Cedars community and potential residential development west of
Corinth Street. Key features are connections to the Primary Trail system, downtown levee trail and access to the Natural Lake and boating facility.
Corinth: This access point would provide non-motorized access on ADA-accessible ramps. Key features are connections to the Corinth Wetlands, the Oak Cliff
Levee Trail, the Primary Trail system, and the Standing Wave Facility.

Access and Circulation

Transit Options
Potential Union Pacific Transit Corridor
Potential Street Car Alignments

Victory

Potential Sky Tram
Existing Bus Routes

Potential Sky Tram

Existing Bus Stops
Existing DART Rails Stations

Union Station
Convention Center

Corinth

Transit
Guidelines, Transit and Mobility Options:
• Walking and biking, utilizing the City of Dallas Trail Master Plan System.
• D
 ART Rail Stations including Market Center, Victory, Union, West End, Convention Center and Corinth.
• Trinity Rail Express Stations including Victory and Parkland.
• DART Bus Routes, Multiple routes within close proximity to the Trinity.
• Potential rubber wheel tram routes during events or other peak periods.

tre
eS
erc

• P
 otential development of an aerial tram connecting the Downtown Overlook
with Union Station and beyond to the Convention Center Hotel.

mm

• P
 otential utilization of the Union Pacific right-of-way for transit and trail connectivity that could connect frontage along the Design District (Continental
Bridge, Trinity Strand Trail connections and the West Dallas Amphitheater).

et

• Potential Streetcar.

Co

Park patrons should first consider using public transportation, as opposed to
the use of personal vehicles, especially for large-scale events where internal park
roads and parking will become saturated. Transit options should be coordinated
with the availability of parking in the Downtown Dallas area for off-peak events (nonbusiness hours). According to downtowndallas.org, over 70,000 off-street parking spaces are available on weekday evenings and weekends. Improved connectivity
(potential multi-modal solutions) between Downtown Dallas and the Trinity needs
to be explored so that parking within the park is not the only access option. Furthermore, the Primary Trail could potentially be used for transit purposes during
high park visitation times using a rubber wheel tram, optimizing the use of the
proposed overflow parking.

Potential sky tram alignment (in blue)
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Vehicular Circulation and Parking
Public Vehicular Access Point
Sylvan Loop
(Turf Parking-1200)

Park Roads
Parking Area (2070 Spaces)
Reinforced Turf Parking (6200 Spaces)

Westmoreland
West Dallas Amphitheater
(Turf Parking-5000)

Natural Lake
(Parking-115)

Flex Fields
(Parking-230)

Standing Wave

Industrial/MLK
(Riverfront)

Sylvan
Urban Lake
(Parking-280)

Hampton

West Dallas
Recreational Complex
(Parking -975)
Crow Lake / Boat Launch
(Parking-170)

West Dallas Lake
(Parking-130)
Boat Launch
(Parking-55)

Oak Cliff
(Parking-115)

Eloise Lundy

Moore Park

Vehicular Circulation and Parking
Park road and parking provisions intend to balance park user needs in an equitable
manner (i.e., adequately distributed throughout the park) and with full consideration of
environmental and aesthetic impacts related to vehicular visibility, noise, emissions and
safety. The provisions also aim to balance needed access to the key recreational
venues with the potential for roadway abuse as a shortcut between adjoining
urban districts. To achieve this balance, a segmented approach to park roads is
proposed, each with a distinct regional entry point. Owing to the very narrow
bands of recreation occupying the central portion of the park, namely between
the Continental and I-35 bridges, park roads and parking in this stretch have
been preempted. However, the central portion of the park is also the most apt to
benefit from transit and/or outside parking once redevelopment of adjoining urban
lands materializes. Over seven miles in park roads are proposed, along with over
1,900 parking spaces divided between 12 paved lots. Five hundred supplementary
roadside spaces (parallel) are also proposed along park roads. To serve major events
and gatherings, an additional 6,200 overflow parking spaces are proposed in two
separate meadow areas, the majority near the West Dallas Amphitheater.

Guidelines:
• Public vehicular entry points will be limited to seven locations: Westmoreland
Bridge, Hampton Bridge, Sylvan Bridge, Delaney Drive, Moore Park, Industrial
Boulevard and Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard (MLK) , which is currently
under evaluation jointly with Forest Avenue. These entry points should be designed
to have signalization, radii and turning lanes as required by the City of Dallas.
• T
 he park road should consist of two lanes, 20 feet in width, paved in concrete
of sufficient thickness to support heavy construction and maintenance vehicles.
The roadway shoulders should be a flush, 4-foot reinforced turf band with 6 x
24-Inch-high bollards placed five feet on center. The bollards should be made
of recycled materials, such as TREX.
• R
 emovable bollards and/or gates that are accessible to both police and maintenance personnel should be provided every quarter-mile along both sides of
the park road.
• Storm water should be directed to roadside bio-swales.

• P
 arallel parking is proposed on discrete sections of the park road. The parking bays should be 14 feet in width (from the edge of roadway concrete) to allow
safe access. Roadside parking bays should be reinforced turf also; however,
they should be edged with 6-inch raised concrete curbs designed with gaps to
facilitate the flow of storm water to adjoining bio-swales.
• P
 arking lots should be placed in a raised bench to effect positive drainage to
exterior bio-swales.
• P
 arking lots should be paved in concrete. Exterior edges should be edged with
a 6-inch continuous raised concrete curb. Interior edges should be flush with other
non-vehicular hard or soft surfaces.
• T
 rees should be provided every five parking stalls, planted within an 8 -foot-wide
bio-swale. (See Appendix Section B for suggested tree species). Larger,
depressed planting areas are also recommended as rain-gardens. Electronic
boards should be considered at each regional and community gateway
advising motorists of parking lot capacities. Such devices should be linked
to automated systems detecting parking lot occupancies.
• Overflow parking areas should be pervious and stabilized with a subsurface
geo-textile. Trees need not be included within overflow parking areas.

Access and Circulation

Vehicular Access Management
Controlled Access Point

Vehicular Access Management
Controlled access to the Trinity Lakes Area is proposed as a means to maximize
access for maintenance, police and emergency purposes, without causing public
safety issues. All of the proposed park gateways are intended to serve as entrance points for maintenance, emergency, fire, ambulance and police vehicles.
However, public vehicular access will not be permitted at all entry points, requiring access control mechanisms. Vehicular control will also be necessary along
selected park road segments to discourage “cruising” and at park road termini
that provide emergency access to pedestrian zones such as the Promenade.

Guidelines:
• Vehicular recreational access to the Trinity Lakes Area should be controlled
through the gateway levee-top crossings and ramps from bridges. All public offroad vehicle use should be prohibited and limited to crossing levees at suitable
gateway locations. It is not anticipated that the floodway will be surrounded by
a perimeter fence; however, for safety and liability reasons, it is recommended
that the pump stations have controlled access through the use of fencing and
access gates.

• P
 rohibited and unacceptable levee use should be controlled by means of bollards, public education, signage and police patrols. In addition to these, while
the park is in active flood stage, recreational and emergency access will be
restricted through the use of barricades.
• B
 ollards should be used at gateways where no public vehicular use is desired.
Design should allow for passage of all pedestrians and bicycles.
• Removable bollards in a concrete base should be used where flexibility is
needed for intermittent public vehicular use, emergency vehicles or maintenance purposes.

Proposed bollards at controlled access points
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The park trail system will accommodate multiple users and events

Internal Nonmotorized Circulation
Recreational circulation within the park is envisioned as a hierarchy of paths and
trails providing access to the various park facilities and beyond to regional trail
linkages. More importantly, the trail system is intended as a recreational venue in
and of itself, offering as an experience both the vastness of the floodway and the
detail of discrete landscapes. A main trail spine, the Primary Trail, is proposed as
a fundamental connector north to south and also as a venue for sporting events
such as triathlon races. The Primary Trail will meander river-like through the park,
ensuring balanced access to the major recreation venues from both the downtown
and the Oak Cliff sides. Various secondary trails will peel off the Primary Trail,
creating discrete circulation loops for more limited walking or jogging, to access special points of interest such as the Natural Lake Headwaters or to link the
Primary Trail with the park’s pedestrian gateways. Two other trails are proposed:
a levee-top trail on the downtown side running uninterrupted for the length of the
park form the DART Bridge to the confluence, and an equestrian trail alternating
between the top and toe of the Oak Cliff levee that will help connect the Trinity
Horse Park with regional equestrian trails to Irving and Fort Worth.

Guidelines:
• The standard maximum longitudinal slope should not exceed 5 percent.
Under special conditions, the grades may increase as follow:
• 5-6 percent for up to 800 feet

• 9 percent for up to 200 feet

• 7 percent for up to 400 feet

• 10 percent for 100 feet

• 8 percent for up to 300 feet

• 11 percent for 50 feet.

• T
 he desirable minimum radii (DMR) for paved shared-use paths is 100 feet or
greater for 20 miles per hour (mph) and 156 feet for 25 mph. For the Veloweb
sections, refer to the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities,
Shared Use Paths section.

• U
 nderpasses should maintain at least twice the tread and shoulder width of
the primary trail with a height clearance of 16.5- feet to allow for maintenance
vehicles. If only for cycle and pedestrian access, a 10-foot vertical clearance
should be preserved.
• B
 ridges should maintain the tread and shoulder width of the primary trail. Railings should be 42- inches high. If equestrian use is anticipated, bridges should
meet equestrian trail requirements described in that section. Bridge approaches should also have protective railings.
• The edge protection should have a 5-foot or more separation from pavement’s
edge to top of slope. Adjacent to canals or ditches, a maximum 1:3 down slope
is preferable. If the height or conditions at the bottom of the slopes warrants, a
physical barrier such as dense shrubs, railing or a fence will be provided.

Access and Circulation
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Primary Trail (8.3 mi)
Adjacent Regional Trails

Trinity Strand Trail

Primary Trail

Belleview Trail

Santa Fe
Trestle Trail

Unnamed Trail

Coombs Creek Trail

Great Trinity
Forest Trail

Cedar Crest Trail

Oak Cliff Founders Park
Neighborhood Trail

Bernal Trail

Primary Trail

Guidelines:

The Primary Trail will provide access for all non-motorized users including pedestrians, cyclists, skaters and wheelchair users. Sections of the trail will be used
as components of 5K, 10K and 25K event loops. In support of these activities,
the Primary Trail will be 20 feet wide at its narrowest, expanding up to 25 feet
in places and/or in stretches and becoming divided into 10-foot lanes separated
with a planted median. This trail will also serve as a maintenance and emergency
access road as a supplement to the park roads. It could further accommodate occasional event trams, but if routine tram service were to be provided, the recommended Primary Trail width should be increased to 24 feet.

• Primary Trail construction guidelines have been adapted from the 1999 AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bibycle Facilities. Average user speeds
should be expected to be in the range of 3-20 mph.

Cedar Crest Trail

• T
 he design speed is 25 mph, which matches the North Central Texas Council of
Governments (NCTCOG) recommended Regional Veloweb design speed. Any
long downgrades of greater than 4 percent should have a 30 mph design speed.
• T
 he tread is 20 to 25 feet wide, with 6-9 inch-deep concrete and a .5 to 2 percent cross-slope for drainage. Concrete should be tinted to blend aesthetically
with the park environment and be of a hue that reduces glare for both the trail
9”
Existing
Grade
and other park users.

6” - 9” Tinted Concrete
8” Subbase
2%
6:1

2%
to River
20’ TYP.
Primary Trail

Primary Trail
Scale: 1/8” = 1’
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Secondary Trails (11.0 mi)

Secondary Trails

Guidelines:

Secondary trails construction guidelines differ from Primary Trail guidelines
mainly in the recommended tread width. These guidelines have also been adapted
from the 1999 AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. Secondary trails are recommended to be 10 to 12 feet wide. Users are anticipated
to include pedestrians, cyclists, skaters, wheelchair users and other mobilityassistance device users. Like the Primary Trail, secondary trails located in the
floodway will provide access to programmed destinations, recreational loops, the
regional/citywide trails and on-street bike routes. Secondary trail sections will
also be used as components of 5K, 10K and 25K event loops. The secondary trails
will also be used for park maintenance vehicle access as well as emergency fire,
ambulance and police access.

• Secondary trails should be widened beginning 1,500 feet from access points or
venue destinations using the ‘proximity loading/unloading’ criteria of gradually
adding one foot every 300 feet, transitioning smoothly over the entire distance to
the access point or venue destination.
• The secondary trail should rest on a 6:1 berm at the 2-year flood line. This will
facilitate park maintenance during flood events.

6 - 9” Flexi-Pave
8” Subbase

• T
 he trail encircling the Natural Lake should be 10 feet wide all other secondary
trails should be 12 feet wide.

2%

2%

6:1

• T
 he tread is a 6-9 inch lightly textured concrete or rubberized paving. Secondary
trails are also recommended to have a .5 to 2 percent cross-slope for drainage.
• C
 oncrete and rubberized paving used on the secondary trails should be tinted to
blend aesthetically with the park environment but be of a hue than the Primary Trail.

6:1

12’ TYP.
Secondary Trail

Secondary Trail
Scale: 1/8” = 1’

Access and Circulation

Levee-Top Trail (9.1 mi)

Levee-Top Trail

Guidelines:

The east or downtown side levee-top trail is recommended for cycle transportation uses and will be designated as a component of the Regional Veloweb Multiuse Bikeway. It should connect to all intersecting on-street bike route streets.
Sections of the trail should be expected to be used as components of event loops.
It is recognized that like on all other park trails, users will include pedestrians,
skaters and wheelchair users, and that the trail will be used for access by maintenance and emergency vehicles.

• T
 he levee-top trail will be 12 feet wide, paved in concrete 6 to 9 inches thick,
with 2 feet wide compacted gravel shoulders, for a total width of 16 feet.
• D
 esirable Minimum Radii (DMR) for paved shared use paths is 100 feet or
greater for 20 mph and 156 feet for 25 mph. For Veloweb sections, refer to the
1999 AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, Shared Use
Paths section.

6” - 9” Tinted Concrete

4” Compacted
Gravel

6” Subbase

Fill

• U
 nderpasses should maintain at least the tread and shoulder width of the trail,
with a height clearance of 10 feet to allow for light maintenance vehicles.

2%
4:1

4:1
Proposed
Levee
2’
Shoulder

Levee-Top Trail
Scale: 1/8” = 1’

12’

Levee-Top
Trail
Secondary
Trail

2’
Shoulder
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Equestrian Trail (10.6 mi)

Equestrian Trail
The equestrian trail within the floodway is recommended as single-user bidirectional trail except in constrained areas, at trail junctions and at bridges and
underpasses. Typically equestrians will travel between 5 and 15 mph.

Guidelines:
• The design speed is typically 5 mph.
• The longitudinal slope will be 10 percent maximum.
• O
 ne-way trails are recommended to be 5 feet wide, and two-way trails, 10 feet
wide. However, they may be as little as 7 feet wide for bidirectional trails in
constrained areas. The tread should be stabilized dirt, base rock, crushed 3/8inch minus fines, or geo-textile with pea gravel. Sharp gravel or loose gravel,
that can stick in horse hooves should be avoided.
• The tread should not be placed over buried irrigation or power lines.
• T
 he recommended cross-slope is .5 to 2 percent for drainage. Rolling dips,
not water bars, should be used where it is necessary to move water away
from the trail.

• T
 he shoulders should be 5 feet wide grass or compacted soil shoulders with .5
to 2 percent cross-slope for drainage.
• T
 he underpasses should maintain at least twice the tread and shoulder width
with a height clearance of 12 feet.
• ADA-accessible mounting blocks should be provided at each end of the underpass.
• T
 he equestrian bridges will maintain a tread and shoulder width and have flat,
solid concrete or wood decks that do not bounce. The tread and shoulder width
of the primary trail should be maintained. Railings should be 54 inches high.
Bridge approaches should also have extended protective railings to prevent
horses from heading to the water.
• E
 questrian low-water crossings are preferred by horses. 8 inch thick geo-cells
would provide a stable foundation for unstable stream crossings. Crossings
should be aligned perpendicular to stream from bank top to bank top.

5’

10’

5’
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Park Bridges (9)
Combined Bridges
Primary Trail Bridge
Secondary Trail Bridge
Isthmus Bridge

Park Bridges
Owing to the various trail and roadway crossings over the river and drainage outlets, the project will require the construction of a several bridges, each designed
according to its specific function, site condition and intended loading. A total of 9
bridges is proposed.

Primary Trail Bridges (4)
Located within the Urban and Natural Lakes reach of the park, these bridges are
intended as sculptural features that can identify the river crossings from afar—
wayfinding markers of sort. Two objectives have guided their design: (1) that their
form do not appear to evoke or mimic Santiago Calatrava’s* nearby signature
bridges; and (2) that they present as thin and unobtrusive profile as possible so
as to minimize potential flood impacts.

Guidelines:

Secondary Trail Bridges (2)

• The bridges are intended for recreation purposes, supporting also normal park
maintenance and emergency vehicles as their maximum design load.

Two single secondary trail are proposed to provide a span of about 50 feet across
the Lakes Outlet Channel from the Promenade parking area to the Group Pavilion
and from the Central Island to the Primary Trail. This bridge should be a prefabricated truss type with self-rusting structural steel members designed to support
only pedestrians and light maintenance vehicles. Headwalls, or abutments, should
be cast-in-place reinforced concrete; no portion of the foundation should encroach upon the river cut or cause soil erosion.

• T
 he bridges should not be perpendicular to the river but rather angled at 15
degrees or so. This proposed orientation will allow for smoother trail curves at
river crossings, plus encourage debris to float or disperse laterally around the
bridge.
• Side railing should be 54 inches high, stainless steel.
• S
 teel abutments should be reinforced concrete, with a textured finish designed
to evoke sedimentary rock striations.

Guidelines:
• A
 54-inch-high railing should be provided—as measured from the top of bench.
The railing should be stainless steel.
• All exposed structural steel surfaces should be self-rusting corten.
• S
 teel abutments should be reinforced concrete, with a textured finish designed
to evoke sedimentary rock striations.
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20’-0”

Proposed primary trail bridge section

Proposed combined trail and park road bridge section

Combined Trail and Park Road Bridges (2)
These bridges are intended to supplant the existing Sylvan and Westmoreland
floodway-level bridges, which are understood to be structurally deficient. The
Sylvan Bridge is intended to accommodate the park road and Primary Trail, plus
heavy construction equipment required for earth moving operations and maintenance. The Westmoreland Bridge would accommodate the park road and Primary
Trail, plus the equestrian trail. Both bridges should span the river perpendicularly.

Guidelines:
• T
 he combined bridges should be designed as open-steel, painted trusses,
with the top cord sufficiently above the roadway surface to support required
railings. The intent is to minimize the cross-section exposed to floodwaters.
• The bridges should support heavy construction equipment as its maximum
design load.
• A
 54-inch-high solid concrete barrier should be placed between the roadway
and the pedestrian trail; a 30-inch-high barrier at the roadway’s outside edge
per Trinity Parkway standards.
• The pedestrian and equestrian railings on the open sides should be 54 inches
high, stainless steel.
• H
 eadwalls or abutments should be cast-in-place reinforced concrete, no portion
of the foundation should encroach upon the river cut or cause soil erosion.

Proposed secondary trail bridge section

Access and Circulation

Renderings of Lakes Isthmus bridge

Lakes Isthmus Bridge (1)

Guidelines:

The Lakes Isthmus is a landmark water feature within the park, requiring overhead
passage between the Promenade and the Central Island for pedestrians, maintenance and emergency vehicles. Because of the prominence of the Lakes Isthmus
as landscape and also to minimize its rise above the water channels, the bridge
should have as thin a cross-section as possible. The proposed steel box-beam
structure, supported by mid-span steel columns, meets this objective. The bridge
will offer views of kayakers below as well as dramatic views of the Margaret McDermott Bridge (I-30). For this reason, the proposed railing doubles as a bench,
encouraging people to stand or sit on it and linger to enjoy the park’s splendor.

• A
 54-inch-high railing should be provided as measured from the top of bench.
The railing should be stainless steel.
• All exposed steel surfaces should be painted white.
• S
 teel abutments should be reinforced concrete, with a textured finish designed
to evoke sedimentary rock striations.

Proposed Lakes Isthmus bridge section
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Water Access Facilities
Water Access Ramp
Water Access Dock
River Current Direction
Lake Current Direction
Promenade Facility

Elm Fork
Standing Wave Facility

Sylvan Bridge Facility

West Dallas Lake Facility
Lakes Outlet Channel
with white water run

Confluence Facility
Natural Lake
Headwaters Facility

West Fork

Water Access
The Trinity River Corridor will provide a unique experience in the Dallas Metroplex: boating within the shadow of a metropolitan downtown. A 12-mile river
run will be possible between boat ramps at the confluence and the loop 12 boat
launch in the Trinity Forest (not shown on the above diagram). A 4-mile boating
loop will be available first northward through the Urban and Natural Lakes then
southward through the stretch of river parallel to both lakes (albeit, requiring portaging from the river up to the Natural Lake headwaters). Water access will also
be provided to the West Dallas Lake, primarily for rowing.

Three boat ramps are proposed boaters: (1) the existing Sylvan Bridge ramp, (2)
the confluence boat ramp facility, and (3) the loop 12 boat ramp (within the Trinity
Forest, again not shown on the diagram). At these facilities, trailer parking will be
provided.
Four docks are proposed; (1) the Standing Wave facility at Corinth Street near
Moore Park and the Trinity River, (2) the Natural Lake Headwaters, accessible from the Industrial/MLK gateway, (3) the Promenade facility adjacent to
the Lakes Outlet Channel with the white water run, accessible from the Sylvan
gateway, and (4) the rowing dock on the West Dallas Lake, accessible from the
Westmoreland and Hampton Gateways.

Guidelines:
• P
 ortaging paths will be concrete, ribbed or heavily textured with a 2 percent
cross-slope minimum to facilitate drainage and washing of sediment.
• N
 on-trailer access ramps should be concrete, 12 feet wide and stepped to
provide firm footing. Step structure should be designed to resist flood events.
• B
 oat tie-ups in the form of posts or rings should be made available at
drop-off points.
• Trailer ramps should be 24 feet wide, heavily textured or ribbed concrete.

Park Program and Operations and Management

“With its 2,200 acres, the Trinity Lakes Area will augment by
more than 10 percent the city’s overall park assets, more than
doubling the miles of trails. No other city park will match the
variety of activities or the richness in landscape—both urban
and natural—of the Trinity Lakes Area.”

Citywide Recreation Context
The Dallas Park and Recreation Department maintains more than 21,000 acres of
parks including 17 lakes with 4,400 surface acres of water, 17,196 acres of greenbelt/
parkland, and 61.6 miles of jogging and bike trails spread around 24 locations. The
Department provides leisure, recreational and cultural activities at:

• 22 community swimming pools
• 15 sandlots
• 47 recreation centers
• 6 -18-hole golf courses

• 406 neighborhood, community and regional parks
• 258 tennis courts

• 4 golf course driving ranges
• 5 tennis centers

• 221 play grounds
• 146 soccer fields
• 88 softball diamonds
• 11 football fields
• 31 baseball diamonds
• 112 pavilions

With its 2,w00 acres, the Trinity Lakes Area will augment by more than 10 percent
the city’s overall park assets, more than doubling the miles of trails. No other city
park will match the variety of activities or the richness in landscape—both urban and
natural—of the Trinity Lakes Area. It is in this sense that the Trinity Lakes Area should
rightly be considered as the “Central Park” of Dallas and surrounding metro area.
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Trinity Lakes Area: Programming and Capacities Study

Amenities & Destinations					

Typical Weekend Usage

Peak / Event Usage		

Usage Assumptions		

Possible Activities

Natural Lake								

180				

2,283

Natural Lake (Boating)						

20				

120			

1 Boat per Acre		

Fishing, kayaking, canoeing, wetlands and biofiltration education

Central Island (Houston to Headwaters)				

100				

1,440			

500 SF per person		

Observation of Natural lake, strolling, wading, fishing				

Natural Lake Restorer Trail						

50				

633			

10 LF per person		

Observation of Natural lake, strolling, wading

Headwaters Cypress Pond						

10				

90			

50 LF per person		

NA

Urban Lake								

1,410				

82,087

Urban Lake (Boating) 						

10				

330			

4 Boats per Acre		

Kayaking, canoeing, paddle boat rental

Downtown Overlook 							

200				

2,950			

25 SF per person		

Trinity Lakes Center, concessions, restaurant, welcome center

Promenade 								

300				

16,700			

25 SF per person		

Strolling, wading, biking, observation of Urban Lake, events

Skate Park (Event)							

30				

2,500			

100 SF per person		

Skateboard Park (under I-30) capacity includes audience

Lakes Isthmus							

75				

350			

1,000 SF per person 		

Crossing between lakes, active area, interpretation

Central Island Amphitheater 					

100				

2,500			

Dedicated area		

Central event space, observation, topographic feature

Central Island (Houston - Continental)				

300				

45,000			

50 SF per person		

Observation of the Urban Lake, strolling, wading

Central Island Trail ( Bikes and Pedestrians)			

75				

704			

15 LF person/event		

Active, bike trails separate from pedestrian usage

Group Pavilion							

30				

300			

Per Event			

Active, canoeing, kayaking, events

Levee Top Park							

80				

6,830			

250 SF per Person		

Passive recreation

Downtown Levee Trail (Continental to Houston)			

60				

590			

10 LF per person		

Biking and pedestrian trails, strolling , observation

Continental Bridge (Pedestrian only)				

150				

3,333			

15 SF per person		

Events, concessions, MHH Bridge observation and park observation

Oak Cliff Parkland							

230				

29,50

Corinth Wetlands							

20				

400			

NA				

Wildlife viewing, birding and wetland education

Corinth Wetlands Play Area						

20				

350			

50 SF per person		

Wildlife viewing, birding and wetland education

Oak Cliff Parkland							

80				

26,400			

25 SF per person		

Habitat corridor, event terrace, trails, biking

Oak Cliff Levee Top Trail (Moore Park to Sylvan)			

40				

1,800			

10 LF per person		

Biking and pedestrian trails (soft surface), strolling, observation

Fast Track Overlook							

15				

200			

100 SF per person		

Project development viewing area, education

Pavaho Wetlands							

30				

100			

NA				

Wetlands education, birding

Equestrian Trail 							

15				

200			

280 LF per Horse		

Equestrian trail on Oak Cliff levee top

River Canoeing (Sylvan to Natural Lake)				

10				

50			

5 Boats per acre		

Boating access directly to river channel

Park Program and Operations and Management

Amenities & Destinations					

Typical Weekend Usage

Peak / Event Usage		

Usage Assumptions		

Possible Activities

West Dallas Recreation Complex					

880				

13,950

Crow Park (Flex Space) 						

130				

1,100			

500 SF per person		

Picnicking, pavilions, parking

Competition Fields							

600				

11,000			

NA				

Regional / local tournaments

Flex Areas								

100				

1,500			

1,000 SF per person		

Potential event space, rugby fields to be shared with flex space

Play Areas								

50				

350			

250 SF per person		

Active and passive play areas

West Dallas Lake 							

600				

47,815

West Dallas Lake (Sculling and Rowing) 				

50				

3,000			

1 Person per 1,000 SF

Sculling, small craft boating, fishing and observation

West Dallas Amphitheater 						

150				

25,000			

25 SF per person		

Large events

Picnic 									

50				

3,400			

100 SF per person		

Picnic structures, restrooms and parking

Flex Space 								

250				

4000			

500 SF per Person		

Rugby fields to be shared with flex space, potential event space

Hot Air Ballooning (Flex Space)					

30				

11,565			

200 SF per person		

Event only hot air balloon glows or tethering, launch		

Play Areas								

50				

350			

250 SF per person		

Active and passive play areas

Open Fields 								

20				

500			

NA				

Passive recreation, nature walks

Trinity Lakes Area Totals						

3,300				

175,635

SF = Square feet
LF = Linear feet
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Park Program Zones
Nature
Water
Passive
Active
Gathering / Park Features

Recreation Program
A well-balanced program for the Trinity Lakes Area is vital to its long-term success.
The recreation elements identified in the Balanced Vision Plan served as a foundation for the proposed recreation program. Meetings were held with city officials,
stakeholders and user groups to refine the program and arrive at an overall balanced
yet comprehensive approach. If specific activities are not included or mentioned
(such as ball fields, for example), it is because of overriding flood impact concerns.
The recreation program is divided into five categories: active, passive, water-based,
nature-based and gathering areas.

Park Program and Operations and Management

Active Zones
Play Grounds

Play Ground

Flex Space
Play Ground

Flex Space
West Dallas Recreational
Complex Fields

Skate Park

Active
Almost all recreation within the park will technically be active; for the purpose of this
document, however, “active” recreation refers to sports-related or athletic activities.
The hub of the active recreation program will be the West Dallas Recreation Fields,
a 90-acre area designed to accommodate up to 17 regulation-size soccer fields,
adaptable for lacrosse, field hockey, rugby, cricket, ultimate frisbee, football, and any
other field sport. This area will also feature two playgrounds to expand opportunities
for families to relax together. Two large areas designated as flex space will provide
further venues for field activities such as pick-up games, frisbee, kick ball, or any
other activity requiring large amounts of maintained open space. Another component
of the active recreation program is a state-of-the-art Skate Park located under the
Margaret McDermott I-35 bridge. And, of course, there are the more than 20 miles of
trails for jogging and bicycling.
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Passive Zones

West Dallas
Lake Passive Zone
Balloon
Launch

Crow Park
West Dallas Recreational
Complex Passive Zone

Pecan Grove

Passive
Passive recreation entails “soft” games such as croquet or bocce, walking, practicing
Tai chi, picnicking, casual play with balls or frisbees, kite flying or even ballooning.
Several areas of managed turf are proposed for passive recreation purposes—“flex”
spaces that can be used without reservation and in multiple ways. The largest of
these are located north of the West Dallas Lake and the West Dallas Recreation
Complex. Other flex spaces are located south of Crow Lake and within the Oak Cliff
Parkland. Generally, these areas are sited above the 2-year flood elevation to reduce
the frequency of maintenance.

Park Program and Operations and Management

Gathering / Park Features Zones

Promenade
Downtown Overlook

Group Pavilion
Continental Bridge
Fountain Plaza
Central Island Amphitheater
West Dallas Amphitheater

Gathering / Park Features
This park will serve as a community venue for special events or spectacles, periodic
or permanent. Tens of thousands of people will gather for holiday celebrations in
the Central Island, spilling across the river into the Oak Cliff Parkland. The largest
dedicated gathering venue, however, will be the West Dallas Amphitheater facing the
West Dallas Lake. This venue will be able to accommodate approximately 20,000
people for major outdoor concerts. Between 2,000 and 3,000 people will also gather
in the more intimate Central Island Amphitheater near the Lakes Isthmus. The Lakes
Isthmus itself will attract scores of people to enjoy the setting, wade across it, and/
or watch kayakers go by. The Arrival Plaza at the foot of the Downtown Overlook
will be another gathering venue, with a capacity for another 2,000 or 3,000 people
to come together to watch, say, a triathlon event in the Urban Lake. Smaller gathering venues include the Group Pavilion on the north end of the Urban Lake and the
Fountain Plaza across from the Arrival Plaza on the Urban Lake as well. Well above
the floodway is the Continental Bridge, envisioned as a major regional attraction for
outdoor gathering. The Continental Bridge and the Downtown Overlook will have
their own program.

Lakes Isthmus
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Water Zones

Crow Lake
Promenade Boating Facility

Urban Lake
Confluence Boat
Ramp

Lakes Isthmus
Natural Lake
Standing Wave
Facility
Sylvan Boat Ramp
Lakes Outlet Channel
with white water run

West Dallas Lake

West Dallas Lake Boating Facility

Natural Lake Boating Facility

Water-Based
The water recreation program consists of boating activities related to the river and
proposed lakes. Two boat ramps with trailer parking are proposed (1) by the confluence and (2) in the vicinity of the Sylvan Drive Bridge (to be improved). Canoe/
kayak access docks are also proposed at two other river locations as well as at
the Urban and Natural Lakes. Other water-based recreation includes noncompetitive white-water courses through the Lakes Isthmus and the Lakes Outlet Channel,
playing in a major interactive fountain on the Central Island, paddling in the Urban
Lake on rental crafts, wading along edge portions of the Promenade and the Central
Island, wading or playing with model boats in a “water maze” on to the Promenade
or playing in the Standing Wave at Moore Park.

Standing Wave

Park Program and Operations and Management

Nature Zones

West Dallas Prairie
Natural Lake /
Cypress Pond Eco-Area

Pavaho Wetlands
Hampton Wetlands

Corinth Wetlands Observation Areas

Nature-Based
The nature-based recreation component of the park program involves strolling
through or sitting within predominantly naturalistic landscape in order to enjoy the
scenery and wildlife. Miles of trails and boardwalks are proposed for this purpose,
meandering through upland meadows to lowland wetlands, lake edge marshlands to
bottom-land forests, allowing visitors to enjoy wide open spaces and more intimate,
shaded, corners. Special bird blinds are proposed within the Corinth Wetlands so
that park visitors can see waterfowl up-close.
Part of the nature-based recreation within the park includes environmental education.
Through the proposed Art for the Trinity program, artist-designed Council Circles
will be scattered throughout the park, many in naturalistic locations where outdoor
group learning about the environment can take place. An interpretive program for the
park should be developed to further enhance its potential as a learning resource.

Bird Blind
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Operations and Management
Management—the day-to-day deployment of people, materials and equipment—
determines how well or how poorly a park is maintained; to maintain a large park
system such as the Trinity River Corridor effectively, management must be creative
and flexible. The operation of the Trinity River Corridor will be complex because the
number and type of visitors will require a comprehensive service delivery system.
Special events will complicate things further. In addition, the Trinity River Corridor
has the added complexity of having to plan for and provide maintenance for flooding
and flood control.
The Trinity River Corridor will be a different park to different people. To daily users,
the park’s features, such as benches and walkways will meet their daily needs. To the
citizens of the Dallas metropolitan area, the public spaces will be a regional attraction, a place to go on weekends or for special events. Management responses will
have to take into consideration these different perceptions.
Like all questions of municipal governance and management, operating a park raises
issues of public versus private control and ultimately of accountability, effectiveness
and equity. Citizens today are viewing smaller departments severely limited by the
constraints of municipal budgets. At the same time, imaginative options exist for
new management initiatives, some already under way within the existing framework
of municipal government. These models maintain public accountability while at the
same time attempt to increase funding sources, citizen involvement and standards
of service. To every extent, the city of Dallas and other key stakeholders, both public
and private, should support a specific management structure, maintenance initiatives
and explicit standards for the project. The city of Dallas’s annual financial commitment will be critical as it is the core funding source for maintenance services, and
continued support by the city for these essential services is vital to the park’s longterm success.

Standards and Staffing
The goal for park maintenance is to provide the highest quality of maintenance to
ensure that the park is clean, attractive and usable for visitors at all times and during
all seasons. Maintenance standards that clearly lay out what tasks should happen
where and on what basis are extremely important and must be thoughtfully created
and clearly explained to all park staff. These standards will be tied to the seasons
of the park. Although most organizations operate on the basis of a fiscal or calendar
year broken down into four equal quarters, this structure is not meaningful for park
maintenance work. Rather, seasons make up the basic organizing structure for park
maintenance as the factors shaping the work patterns—use, growing conditions, and
weather—are tied to the seasons.

High-quality park maintenance work is done by those who have a vested interest in
the park, take pride in their work, understand how the park is used and operates and
have the skills to do the required work. The highest levels of park maintenance work
can be achieved by a dedicated in-house park workforce focused on most general
day to day tasks, who may then be supplemented with (1) contract staff primarily
responsible for more specific horticultural and systems maintenance work and (2)
part-time workers during busy seasons days when extra manpower will be required
to keep the park clean and attractive. Also, volunteers can and should play a role in
park maintenance. Often these volunteer programs can be tied to local master gardener programs, local arboretums or other local horticultural societies. In terms of
managing the park staff, the day-to-day management must be the responsibility of a
Park Director. He or she will report directly to the city of Dallas and any nonprofit or
conservancy board and can be employed by either the public or private sector.

Guidelines:
• P
 ark-wide maintenance standards and specific guidelines for special maintenance
areas should be developed and implemented. High standards for horticultural
maintenance that ensure the health of trees, shrubs and plantings should be developed and implemented. These maintenance protocols should support ecological
conservation and habitat creation within the constraints of public usage.
• A
 ll maintenance practices should support sustainability through increased efficiency
such as reducing the need for delivery and disposal of materials to and from the site.
• The Dallas seasons should be the basic organizing structure for park maintenance.
• In-house park staff should be responsible for the following grounds maintenance
of the park to include the following: Litter removal and cleaning, power washing of
paved areas, horticultural, park amenity repairs and maintenance, graffiti removal,
park signage, support of special events, forestry, flood clean-up, mow / trim, integrated pest management program (IPM), fountain and park lighting, city vehicle
and equipment repair, athletic field maintenance, lake and river maintenance, irrigation, trail maintenance (hard surface and soft surface), concession work when
needed, park road and parking lot maintenance, and soft security / park ambassador program.

• Contracted services could be used for the following park work:
• Facility maintenance including high voltage alternating current (HVAC) and electrical repairs, carpentry, restrooms cleaning and security alarms maintenance
• Park maintenance work including turf, tree and horticultural care, mowing,
seasonal displays and supplemental cleaning
• Insect and pesticide control
• Fountain and Park Lighting maintenance
• Vehicle and equipment repair
• The Park Director should be responsible for:
• Providing oversight/assistance with organizational activities including financial,
management, fund-raising, program development, facilities management
• Providing direction and coordinating all park activities
• Serving as the principal spokesperson for the park
• Identifying critical management, operations and financial issues
• Developing strong working relationships with all critical park stakeholders
• Being the central link between any public or private sector partnership
• The following park management personnel should report directly to the Park Director: Special Events and Program Coordinator (more on this job description can
be found below in the Special Events section), Park Maintenance and Facilities
Supervisor, Marketing/Public Relations and the Volunteer Coordinator.
• The Maintenance and Facilities Supervisor should be responsible for:
• Supervising and directing in-house and contracted park staff
• Maintaining all park facilities at the highest operating level within designated
park maintenance modes. (see attached Park Maintenance Modes)
• Coordinating and supervising all in-house and contracted staff work
• Ensuring contract compliance with all contracted staff
• Ensuring the highest standards of maintenance in all work
Breakdown of Dallas’ Seasons

Months		

Rate of Use

Fall/Winter			

(Oct.-Feb.)

Medium

Spring/Summer 		

(Mar.-Sept.)

Heavy
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Examples of possible maintenance equipment/vehicles

Maintenance Facilities and Equipment

Guidelines:

The park will need maintenance facilities located both in the park and adjacent to it.
The importance of the correct equipment to perform maintenance tasks cannot be
overstated. Identifying useful new equipment, ensuring that the optimal equipment
mix is maintained and developing an equipment replacement schedule are critical
elements of successful park maintenance.

• A central maintenance facility of 12,000 to 15,000 square feet should be located
within or adjacent to the park to serve as the primary maintenance facility for staff,
storage vehicles. This facility will have to be located outside the existing levees to
remain outside the flood zone.
• Additional satellite areas should be located throughout the park, particularly at
heavily used areas such as the playing fields, Promenade, amphitheaters and so
forth. These satellite spaces can range from 500 to 1,000 square feet and act as
substations for park maintenance; they can also be used for storage for small
tools, utility vehicles, materials and supplies. These substations can be attached to
other park structures.
• G
 iven the space constraints, some off-site storage may be necessary. Adjacent
space should be located, or unused freight containers purchased and used as an
off-site maintenance facility outside the flood zone.

• Small electric- or gas-powered vehicles and mini pickup trucks should be purchased for operational effectiveness in the Trinity River Corridor. Small vehicles
are more appropriate for the park rather than full-size vehicles for reasons of
maneuverability, economy and ease of maintenance; further, they are more userfriendly. The use of full-size trucks and garbage trucks should be used only to the
extent that they fill needs that cannot be met by smaller, more economical and user-friendly vehicles. Small electrical vehicles will need to have designated charge
up locations throughout the corridor to ensure continual productivity throughout
the course of the work day.
• Regular maintenance equipment such as mowers, trimmers, backpack blowers and
small hand tools will be required as well and should be compliant with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Air Regulatory Requirements for the Region and
the City of Dallas, Office of Environmental Quality (OEQ) policies as they pertain
to grounds maintenance equipment.

The Trinity River Corridor Design Guidelines
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High & Medium Maintenance Zones
High Maintenance Parkland area:
to be mowed every 7-14 days
Medium Maintenance Parkland area:
to be mowed every 14-28 days

High & Medium Maintenance Zones
These maintained areas will be the most heavily used areas of the park, where both
active and passive recreation will take place regularly throughout the seasons of the
year during daytime and, in certain lit areas, nighttime. These areas will be designed
to withstand heavy use, will be composed of durable and easily maintainable materials and are intended to receive weekly to bimonthly regular maintenance.

Guidelines:
• In the primarily hard-surfaced Promenade, the paving, walls and park furniture
should be made of very durable materials that are also easy to clean and maintain.
The Promenade will at times flood; removal of flood debris will be covered in the
following section on post flood maintenance.
• O
 n the Promenade, the trees should be limbed up and receive regular pruning, and
all other planting should receive seasonal maintenance as well as regular watering.
Pumps related to fountains and the lakes and river water systems in general will be
located in either the promenade or related central island zone. They should receive
regular maintenance and, when needed, repair.

• T
 he lawn areas of the park, including the recreational fields, amphitheaters and
Central Island, should be mowed on a regular basis to ensure that weeds and
woody plants do not take hold and to provide an easy surface for sports, picnicking
and other forms of both passive and active recreation.
• T
 o ensure that lawn continually grows in heavy foot-traffic areas, the amphitheaters
and recreational fields should be aerated on a regular basis as determined by park
standards.
• All paths and roads in these areas should be free and clear of any and all obstructions including tree limbs or other vegetation so that visitors can easily and safely
access these zones. All benches and park furniture should be maintained so they
can be easily and safely used by park visitors at all times.

Rendering of recreational fields, one of the high maintenance parkland zones

Park Program and Operations and Management

Low Maintenance Zones
Low Maintenance / Natural Parkland area

Low Maintenance Zones

Guidelines:

The less-maintained, naturalistic landscaped areas of the park will be used by park
visitors but will not receive the high level of traffic experienced in the heavily maintained zones. Rather, these areas’ main function will be to increase the size and quality of plant and wildlife habitat and to contribute to increased air and water quality in
the park. The natural landscape systems zones will be designed to encourage habitat
and be aesthetically wild, with a diversity of plant species that are allowed to grow
and thrive. Once established, these zones are designed to receive light-handed and
minimal maintenance throughout the year.

• With the exception of invasive species control, repair of bioengineering areas or
removal of trees that present a danger to park visitors, there should be very limited
horticultural management of these landscape zones. The plantings should receive
minimal pruning, mowing and trimming.
• T
 he meadow zones should be mowed on a yearly basis in late winter, allowing
grasses and wildflowers to flourish while prohibiting woody shrubs and trees from
taking hold.
• N
 atural regeneration should be allowed to occur in all of the low-maintenance
zones, and in the riparian and bottomland areas, successional processes must be
allowed to proceed unhindered.
• A
 ll trails, roads, public gathering areas, boardwalks and lookouts should be kept
free and clear of any and all obstructions including litter, tree limbs or other obstructions All benches, park furniture, and boardwalk materials should be maintained so they can be easily and safely used by park visitors at all times. These
areas could receive more grounds maintenance attention such as litter removal on
an as needed basis due to park visitor visibility into the naturalistic areas.

An example of a meadow, one of the low maintenance zones
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area flooded during a 2 year flood event

Trinity River Corridor Comparisons of Flood Events

Post Flood Maintenance
area flooded during 2 year flood event

Post Flood Maintenance
Cleanup after a flood event will consist mostly of debris and silt removal. Debris
will include anything that has been swept along in the floodwaters and deposited or
become snagged on park features or plantings. Debris may include uprooted trees,
other vegetation, tires, and other floating debris collected by floodwaters. Park maintenance staff will need to be prepared for all sorts of debris that may need removal
after flooding.
Next to the removal of debris, the cleaning and removal of silt will be the other major
maintenance task after a flood. Silt will be deposited throughout the park. While its
removal from paths and other hardscape areas will be a priority, silt removal from
lawns, planting beds and playing surfaces will also be required and will not be as
easy as from hard surfaces where water and equipment can be used to facilitate the
task. In some areas, the silt will need to dry before it can be removed. Priority areas
will be paths and other hardscape areas to ensure park users can get back into the
park. The time line for this clean-up will be dependent upon the flood event, number

of rain events, required release of flood water by the USACE, silt dry out, and accessibility to the site amenity. This could range from as little as one week to as long as a
month or more.

Event
Elevation Total Area
		
Flooded (sf)

Total Acres
Flo0ded

% of Park
Flooded

1-Year Flood

402

70,353,433

1,615

77

2-Year Flood

404

74,778,269

1,717

81

5-Year Flood

410

82,942,302

1,904

90

Total Area

400

91,868,040

2,109

• Equipment utilized for flood cleanup should include the following:
• Ventrac sweeper for sweeping off dried dirt,
• Cushman® Turf-Truckster® for getting around on flood-debris-littered trails,

Guidelines:

• Power washers connected to a trailer-mounted water tank to remove mud,

• Site features such as benches, trash cans and light poles should be anchored in
place and designed to withstand floodwaters. The trail system will need to be
designed to withstand the weight of the heavy equipment used to perform the post
flood maintenance such as dump trucks, loaders, etc.

• Dump trucks to haul off large debris,

• T
 he process for cleaning up after a flood event for paths and hardscape areas
should be as follows:
• Front-end
	
loaders or skid steer loaders used to remove debris, logs, limbs, mud
and so forth,
• Power washers used to remove large deposits of mud,
• Sweepers used to remove dried dirt deposits.

• Front-end
	
loaders or skid steer loaders, large size to load into dump
trucks and small size to remove mud,
• Trailer-mounted blower to remove fine materials, leaves and other debris.

Park Program and Operations and Management
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Example of a rowing competition held at the West Dallas Lake

Rendering of a concert at the West Dallas Amphitheater

Example of a possible festival held at the park

Special Events

Special events must be managed and sized properly so that they do not contribute
significantly to turf deterioration and increased maintenance costs. Path systems
need to be sized to accommodate large crowds so that event attendees do not spill
over into inadequate path systems, creating compacted areas in the surrounding
landscape and trampling adjacent landscape plantings. Damage can also occur
during event setup and cleanup. Vehicles involved in event setup and removal of
stages, sound systems, barricades, vendor tents and other event support activities
frequently drive off paved paths, adding to soil compaction and turf damage. Event
managers must be made aware of these issues and manage accordingly so as to
avoid this type of damage. Adequate time should be scheduled between events to
allow the park to recover.

Guidelines:

The primary impact of special events is on lawns and landscape areas due to overuse
and lack of adequate resting time between events. Constant use and general overuse
will result in compacted soil that prevents the absorption of rainwater, deprives roots
of oxygen and limits overall root growth. As a result, turf surfaces lose their durability
and anchoring capacity and become increasingly vulnerable to wear and tear. With
continued overuse, the turf surfaces begin to wear thin, exposing the compacted subsoil underneath. Severe runoff can develop as rainwater erodes the exposed topsoil,
eliminating any possibility of turf recovery.

• Specific special event standards should be developed for the Trinity River Corridor. The scheduling and size of events are the critical issues that should be
addressed in the guidelines. The special event staff should be responsible for
ensuring that the guidelines are followed before, during and after events.
• The Special Events and Program Coordinator should be responsible for:
• Developing, scheduling and coordinating all park special events,
• Developing a volunteer and an ambassador program,
• Working closely with fund-raising initiatives for park programs,
• Coordinating
	
with existing arts, cultural and tourist organizations for partnership
opportunities,
• Monitoring
	
and addressing weather conditions to ensure the safety of the park
visitors at the event in case of severe weather,
• Notifying/alerting event organizers and park visitors of park closures in case of
severe weather.

Park Infrastructure

“Along with the design team’s palette of materials and
programming, luminous elements are intended to transform
the corridor into an inspired, cohesive and pleasurable
experience for visitors and residents both day and night.”

Lighting
Illumination of the Trinity Lakes Area is envisioned to provide a stimulating and
legible nighttime landscape. With the proper levels of brightness and contrast,
lighting will contribute to the visitor’s sense of a safe and welcoming nighttime
environment. In support of these goals, the proposed lighting is divided into two
major categories: lighting for circulation, and lighting for features. For circulation
purposes, corridors of light are proposed to mark the central portion of the Primary
Trail and Urban Lake Promenade. For key park features such as the Lakes Isthmus,
Downtown Overlook and Natural Lake Headwaters, pools of light are proposed to
emphasize their importance as park destinations. This strategy, both aesthetic and
user-friendly, will help orient visitors through rhythmic lines of light along paths and
through lighted features that can “punctuate” the nighttime environment.

In developing the park lighting proposals, sight lines and vantage points such as
the view from Oak Cliff toward Downtown Dallas, as well as the larger urban
context of the corridor and its nightscape has been fully considered.
Sustainable lighting technologies and lighting design best practices that utilize energy-efficient fixtures should be incorporated wherever possible. The International
Dark-Sky Association’s Dark Skies Preservation Guidelines should be considered
and supported during any expansion of illumination in the corridor to avoid glare,
light trespass, off-site lighting and night sky pollution.
Along with the design team’s palette of materials and programming, luminous
elements are intended to transform the corridor into an inspired, cohesive and
pleasurable experience for visitors and residents both day and night.

6A
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Example: path lighting day and night

Example: solar power generation possibilities, fixtures can be customized

Example: in ground lighting

General Lighting Approach

Lighting Methodologies

To preserve the dark, starlit night and the important views across the corridor,
illuminated areas will be selective and use cutoff optics to minimize light pollution
and glare. Areas of large-scale illumination will be zoned so that lighting fixtures
required for that evening’s activities can be separately selected. The lighting
layout will take into account safe navigation as well as the importance of accenting gathering spaces for small group activities. The glowing features, including
bridges crossing the corridor, will provide visitors with an understanding of scale
and place; meanwhile, areas along the Promenade will be treated with smallerscaled illuminated amenities such as lighted benches to create welcoming destinations. These methods will enhance the corridor and bring it alive at night—with
both people and light.

Fixture Selection: A limited group of lighting fixture types has been selected,
suitable for an environment with high temperatures and flooding waters. They
were chosen for their appropriate lighting characteristics and forms that echo
and complement the scale of the corridor. Ease of maintenance and high energy
efficiency were also key factors in their selection. These fixtures have rugged and
flood-worthy durability and are designed for the quality of light as well as technical features that simplify and streamline routine maintenance. Finally, all light
sources will be highly efficacious, have a long life and provide good color rendering—characteristics that are aesthetic and effective.

the Corridor for visitors and the need to provide a benign environment for plants
and wildlife. It is suggested, if possible, that corridor lighting respond dynamically
to seasonal light levels and light duration.

Light and Health – Botanical and Animal: It is important to consider the health of
plants and animals living in the corridor when designing lighting placement and
intensity. Light fixtures should be strategically located to minimize their physical
impact on vegetation and wildlife. Light levels in these areas should strike a balance between a desired lighting aesthetic that supports the nighttime mission of

Lighting Technology Trend Analysis: The corridor construction time line is five
years out. Lighting sources and the fixtures that house them are undergoing rapid
technological development. This is important to the corridor design as the construction time line is long.
The future of outdoor lighting fixture design is expected to be influenced by efficacy ratings including energy consumption, lamp brightness and aesthetics,
as well as fixture size. As the photometric performance of light emitting diodes
(LEDs) becomes more reliable, the LED’s white light will become more consistent, and integration into luminaires will be more seamless and effective; LEDs
are predicted to become a light source more frequently used for general illumination. In five years, fluorescent and high-intensity discharge lamps are expected to
be brighter and more efficient.

Park Infrastructure
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Tower lighting precedent: landmarked Moonlight Towers of 1895 (165’), Austin, TX

Example: transmission tower with integrated art-lighting

Tower lighting precedent: Louisville Riverwalk, Louisville, Kentucky, 2004

However, as per recent analyses, despite current efforts to produce energy efficient lighting (EEL) at competitive rates, price remains a concern; EEL is much
more expensive than conventional forms of lighting. With improvements in manufacturing processes, prices have been falling for EEL, but the difference in pricing
between the traditional forms of lighting and EEL is still quite significant.

Luminaires with integrated alternative-energy harvesting mechanisms (LIAE), including photovoltaic cells and wind turbines, are in an early stage of development
and availability is predicted to increase. The design team has not yet discovered
a well-designed integrated product to recommend. In 2008, issues with LIAE are
effectiveness and disposal of the localized energy storage system. The two storage methods currently in use are batteries and capacitors. Each system type has
advantages and disadvantages. Batteries are generally larger than capacitors and
capable of storing more energy. However, they rely on chemical reactions, making
hazardous waste disposal an issue, and tend to lose charge and discharge cycle
performance more quickly than capacitors. Capacitors charge and release stored
energy faster than batteries and are free of disposal issues. The capacity of
capacitors continues to grow as the technology develops, but currently they have
limited charge space and therefore cannot be used for area lighting.

and/or LED luminaires. Standards are currently in development and once adopted
by the LED and alternative-energy industries, they will help to ensure that fixtures
using emerging technologies meet the required criteria and help to evaluate options available. Current examples of the type of information that would be necessary for evaluation are as follows:

As interest continues to build in new technologies and integrated solutions, it is
recommended that an evaluation program is followed before specifying any LIAE

• Storage System: charge and recharge cycle data, system capacity

One design trend that is currently on the rise, especially in urban contexts, is
moon lighting. This effect is achieved by mounting lighting fixtures on high poles
or building tops to create ambient light in a park or plaza. The combination of
correct beam angles and cool tints of glowing light provides an atmosphere that
resembles a moonlit space.
Whether tinted with cool-colored filters to simulate the moon or not, high-masts
lighting (very tall poles with multiple light-fixtures mounted on top) is another
popular trend that will likely continue. As of 2008, projects in Louisville, Kentucky;
Houston; and New York City parks have used this method.

• Luminaire: total system input wattage, independently tested Illumination Engineering Society (IES) photometry files and data, lumen output and lamp life
based on 70 percent lumen output loss and IES area lighting pattern (Types I,
II, III, IV, V)
• Pole: wall thickness data, bolt patterns and wind load ratings
• Alternative Energy Mechanism: hours of operation and required charge cycle
data, wind load ratings
• Example imagery is for reference only and not necessarily recommended by the
designer. For specific recommendation see Appendix Section A.
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Example: illuminated water feature

Lighting Features
Lakes Isthmus, Downtown Overlook, Arrival Plaza and Corridor Bridges: these
features will act as visual destinations, inspiring visitors to gather during the
evening hours. Each type calls for a unique approach. Lighting design for these
structures and areas will be specific to their form and materials. The design approach will take cues from the surrounding visitor and landscape use and provide
the necessary ambient light for nighttime use. All other areas such as fountains,
shade structures, playgrounds, amphitheater and landscaped areas, where illumination is incorporated in the design, should meet the guidelines in this document.

Example: bridge and underpass illumination

Example: feature landscape lighting

Park Infrastructure
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Circulation Lighting Overview

Corinth

Promenade: The Promenade, a linear hub of activity, creates a spatial throughline for the corridor. For this purpose, the fixture-forms—the way that the fixture
appears during daytime—as well as their lighting effects are important. During
daylight hours, a procession of lighting poles will serve the purpose of identification. At night, this area will be the most brilliant and defined of the corridor.
Primary Path: The Primary Trail, active both day and night, will provide a softly
illuminated frame for the southern edge of the corridor and orientation after dark.
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Proposed mast lighting on the Promenade

Circulation Lighting Strategies

Guidelines:

The basic components of the circulation lighting strategy address the Promenade
and the Primary Trail.

• T
 he tall poles (High-mast, 175 feet high recommended), each equipped with
multiple light fixtures, will be spaced about 600 feet on center. This layout will
minimize the impact on ground level while providing the necessary footcandle
requirements. Also, with fewer poles required, the capital costs of procurement
and installation will be reduced. The target lighting level for the Promenade is 1
footcandle average.

Promenade

The main elements of the Promenade lighting scheme are very tall poles and
smaller-scaled illuminated amenities such as lighted benches or ground markers.
Tall poles will provide the general level of illumination while path markers, illuminated benches and other grade-level lighting will help to humanize the design and
its scale. The purpose of using tall poles is to minimize the visual and physical
impact on the park and its views while maximizing the lighting effects, maintenance benefits and fixture durability. We recommend a unique and sophisticated
design for the tall poles. For example, amenities such as benches, shading and
communication devices could be incorporated into their base to provide visitors
with a place to rest, orient and contact park officials. The tall poles will provide
high-tech lighting solutions, including energy-efficient lamps and high-quality
optics that will minimize glare.

Park Infrastructure

Lighting Scale

Section A-A’ through Urban Lake

Primary Trail and Secondary Spurs

Guidelines:

The main element of the Primary Trail lighting-scheme is a pedestrian-height pole
(18 feet high is recommended). The city of Dallas may want to consider a phased
approach that includes installing the necessary electrical and mounting infrastructure in the first round of construction and the lighting fixture installation in the next.

• Ultimately, looped, illuminated paths should loop around both the Natural and
Urban Lakes. This will encourage residents from neighborhoods surrounding
the lakes to enter the park and enjoy the space during nighttime hours. Target
lighting level for these paths is .5 footcandle average
• Solid design methodologies should ensure that all light poles be built to
withstand the impact force of flooding conditions that may occur in the corridor. Standard criteria based on National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA) studies will be provided by engineers on the design team, and poles
will be specified to meet these standards.
• At
 the time of specification, an evaluation should be carried out to determine
the exact height of the tall poles and the luminaire selection. Criteria for the
evaluation should include effective lighting, geographical conditions and obstructions, maintenance and capital costs.

6A
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Plan View

Rooftop View

Public Rest Stations
Mobile Units
Owing to the potential impact of flood events on restroom structures, it is proposed
that restrooms consist of mobile or removable units, attached to water and sewer
utilities. The water would be city potable water distributed through water mains.
The sewer would be pumped to near holding tanks, emptied periodically. It is anticipated that three underground holding tanks will suffice. Both services’ pipes would
be disconnected in preparation for removal of the units to higher ground prior to
flood events. The units would be specially designed for the Trinity Lakes Area but
would also be available for use throughout the Trinity Corridor.

Guidelines:
• To minimize the elevation of the floor level, the units should be skid-type,
resting on concrete pads. The pads should have cross-slopes of not more than
1.5 percent to maintain the units reasonably level, at not less than the 2-year
flood elevation.

• The

units should be easily accessible and without obstruction from nearby
roadways or parking areas. The approach to the units from nearby roadways
or parking areas should be paved. Transport of the units will require a tilting
flatbed truck.
• Each

unit should contain three standard toilets and one toilet room plus three
accessible wash basins in meeting ADA standards. Two units should be located at each proposed site, one for men and the other for women. “Men” and
“Women” signs should be clearly visible on each unit, with corresponding
symbols on each stall door.
• The

design of the units should instill a sense of security and facilitate policing; no
hidden spaces should occur, and people profiles should be discernible when approaching the stalls or wash basins. A permanent screen anchored to the concrete
pad should be considered as a means of providing privacy in front of the stalls, yet
allowing discernment of people profiles.
• The stalls and ADA-accessible room should be lockable from the inside and should
also be naturally ventilated. Solar panels may be considered to provide nighttime and
security lighting.

Guidelines:
• 20’ x 10’ Skid –type Pod
• 1 ADA toilet stall, 3 toilet stalls, 3 sinks

Chassis & Frame
• Heavy duty 12”x 4” 16lb. structural steel wide flange main beams
• 2”x 2”x 16 ga. galvanized steel tubing floor joists 16” o.c.
• Heavy duty extruded aluminum top rail
• Four (4) 7,000 lb. leveling jacks, one at each corner

Park Infrastructure
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Exterior Walls, Roofing & Insulation

Electrical

Security Doors

• 2x4 wood wall studs 16” o.c.

• Four foot, 2 tube fluorescent light fixtures, rated for wet locations,
includes positive latches to secure the diffuser, operated by a breaker
• 20 amp, NEMA 3R (weathertight) panel box(es), located on the rear wall
120v/60hz/1ø

• H
 eavy duty custom built security doors with galvanized steel cores, aluminum
exterior skins, FRP interior skins, sandwiched between an aluminum extruded
trim channel, weather protective neoprene bulb seal, drip shield, continuous
hinge with vinyl dust cover, keyed lockset and dead bolt locks keyed alike

• Wall mounted exterior lights at Entry/Exit

Site Fixtures

• Optional solar collectors and storage batteries

• Concrete ramps

• Translucent Acrylic block panels

Plumbing & Interior Facilities

• Fresh water connection

Interior Wall, Ceiling & Flooring

• A fresh water connection with pressure regulator is included

• Waste water connection

• Seamless Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) laminated to 3/8” plywood on
interior walls and ceiling with corner seams vinyl trimmed and sealed with a
high quality silicone sealant to provide a very durable and waterproof interior

• A waste water connection with 3” slide valve and 2” fitting and cap is included

• Electrical Connection
• Site lighting

• ¾” marine grade tongue and groove plywood sub-flooring

• L
 ow consumption flushing Thetford toilets with stainless steel partitions and
doors, with transportation locks, and heavy duty extruded aluminum clamp on,
bolt thru partition hardware

• S
 eamless, non-slip, rubberized floor coved up the walls to provide a very
durable waterproof floor

• Porcelain covered steel sinks with water saving faucets in locking aluminum
vanity cabinet

• 2x6 wood roof rafters 16”o.c.
• R-11 insulation in walls, ceiling and floor
• .040 thick smooth aluminum siding with baked on enamel finish
• 0
 40 thick seamless one piece aluminum roof, maintenance free, fastened to the
top rail with all fastener penetrations located outside unit to eliminate water leaks

• 14”x 14” domed skylight roof vents
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Restroom Locations
Mobile Restroom Pad Locations
Permanent Restrooms Above SPF

5 Min.
10 Min.

Park Locations

Guidelines:

The park restroom facilities will be strategically located in high-traffic areas
throughout the park, located wherever possible near roadways and parking areas
for easy access and servicing. The following are the proposed pad locations and
hookups for mobile unit pairs:

• There are 18 total proposed pad locations and hookups for a total of 34 mobile
units. Not all pad locations need have units hooked up all the time.

• West Dallas Lake flex space (1)
• West Dallas Lake Amphitheater (4)*
• Rowing facility at West Dallas Lake (1)
• West Dallas Recreational Complex (4)
• Crow Lake (1)
• Group Pavilion (1)
• Fountain Plaza at the Central Island (2)
• Skate Park under I-30 (1)
• Central Island Amphitheater (2)
• Boating facility at Natural Lake (1)
• Large events will require additional portable toilets supplied by event organizers.

• The intent is to allow the units to be potentially transported from one site to another depending on need. For example, no units should be permanently located
at the West Dallas Lake Amphitheater, which would remain largely unused
between gatherings and therefore pose a maintenance and security burden. For
performances and such, units could be brought to the amphitheater from other
locations, such as the Boating facility and/or Crow Lake, or reserve units can
be brought in from suitable nearby storage.
• Permanent restroom facilities would be provided also on the Continental
Bridge, Promenade and the Downtown Overlook, all well above flood levels.

Safety and Security

“The primary role of the park is to provide a place for the
public entertainment where family and friends can enjoy
the outside environment; therefore, all security systems
must be established with that feature in mind.”

Safety and Security
Security is a fairly easy concept when it involves a single asset that has definable
boundaries and rarely changes. However, security design becomes much more
complicated when it involves a complex system such as a large park, which not only
has multiple functions and designs operating in many different environments but
also, by its very nature, is open to the public. It is this openness that increases both
threat and vulnerability. A safe and secure atmosphere is critical to the success of
the Trinity Lakes Area. This section of the guidelines recommends measures to provide effective, cost efficient tools and techniques for implementation of park safety
and security.
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Emergency Station Locations

A

B

(A) Call Stations with camera and sustainable technologies
(B) Security camera integrated into lighting

Example: easily read and understood signage

Methodology
Allowing public access to any site/facility exponentially increases both threat and
vulnerability. However, the primary role of the park is to provide a place for public
entertainment where family and friends can enjoy the outside environment; therefore, all security systems must be established with that feature in mind. A park
of this magnitude will attract people of all walks of life and ages, along with the
criminal element. So security design must present an open yet safe and secure
atmosphere.
Many types of security measures are recommended to ensure the success of the
park. A security patrol designated to the Trinity Lakes Area is recommended.
Signage will play a large role in informing patrons about location, amenities,
rules, and other pertinent information. Emergency call boxes will be strategically
located throughout the park, along with security cameras.

Guidelines:
• P
 ark security policies and procedures should establish a requirement for the park
to undergo an annual certification for its outside lightning, particularly where
video surveillance is conducted.
• C
 rime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) allows for furnishings, railings, walls, landscaping and vegetation to be designed for beauty and
eliminate the veil of cover for miscreants and the potential for explosive materials
being planted.

Park security personnel on bikes

Safety and Security
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Emergency Call Box Locations

Security Infrastructure
Alarm, video and lighting systems should be employed in concert with each other.
Modern digital video systems allow for cameras to feed signals to a central location when there is a demand or in the event of an alarm. All parking areas should
employ a system such as this with lighting, emergency call boxes and video
cameras. Other strategic locations, such as the Promenade, Central Island, etc.,
could potentially benefit from a system such as this. Video cameras could also be
located in strategic areas, potentially under bridges, that have pan/tilt/zoom capabilities, where needed, and be equipped with day/night technology, which could
provide a panoramic perspective of people and activities going on within the park.
Emergency call boxes will be an integral part of providing emergency assistance
to park patrons and an overall sense of safety and security. The call boxes should
work in concert will all of the other security measures discussed in this section
including signage. The call boxes should be up to current industry standards and
located in all access points, parking lots, and major park features. Call boxes
along the primary and secondary trails should be spaced to current industry stan-

dards. A trail mileage marking system should be incorporated into the primary
and secondary trails which will enable a person to give their exact location within
the park, via their cell phone, to a 911 operator.

Guidelines:

Signage is an important component in security design. Signage and graphics
should be designed to be easily read to broadcast cautions and warnings and
eliminate confusion in locating security stations, phones, rest rooms and concessions. In addition, effective signage supports surveillance, detection, assessment
and other security functions by creating a psychological deterrent and potentially
deterring casual wrong doers. Security and informational signage should be
installed at all access points, parking lots and other strategic locations.

• V
 ideo cameras could also be located in strategic areas to provide an overview
of the park.

• P
 arking areas should incorporate combined video, lighting, call box station, and
signage, supported by current industry standard technology.

• E
 mergency communication (call boxes) should be deployed at each access
point, at each parking area , other strategic points throughout the park, and
every 1/2 mile along the primary trail.
• Mileage markers should be incorporated into all trails every 1/8 of a mile.
• Signage should be clear, easily understood and relay important information.
• E
 ach individual parking area should be identified with handout material available, such as a brochure or map, which would designate these individual
parking areas so the visitor is able to relocate his or her entry site at any point
within the park.
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Emergency Access and Circulation
Unrestricted Access
Managed Access
Paved Circulation
Soft Circulation

Park Security and Circulation
A full time security presence within the Trinity Lakes Area will be critical to safety
and security. The Dallas Police Department could allocate a full time security
force or a separate Trinity Lakes Area security force could be established to
patrol the park. It is recommended that the security force employ many types of
circulation methods: foot, bicycle, electric vehicles, and potentially hovercrafts.
Park maintenance employees can also play a role, as the combination of constant
activity and the daily presence of uniformed park personnel helps to impart a
feeling of safety and security. In the event an emergency vehicle, police, EMS,
or fire, is called to service the park, an access management strategy of removable bollards will be used at all managed access points. This access management
strategy will allow emergency vehicles to access the park while denying access
to private motorists. All levee access ramps will be able to accommodate the
size and weight of EMS vehicles, currently Ford F-350 chassis, and police cars,
while fire trucks will have to use public motorized access points. Park roads, the
Primary Trail, and the paved secondary trails will allow for emergency vehicle
circulation. Soft surface circulation trails may accommodate emergency vehicles
depending on ground saturation.

Æ

Guidelines:

²
µ

• A full time security force is recommended for the Trinity Lakes Area.
• A
 ccess points should employ removable bollards, and be able to support the
height, width, and weight capacity of EMS vehicles.
²
µ

• A
 ccess to all points within the park that will accommodate visitors must be
able to allow admittance of the size and weight of EMS vehicles, currently
Ford F-350 chassis.
• P
 ark trail and road intersections should accommodate the turning radius of
EMS vehicles.

²
µ

²
µ
²
µ

²
µ

²
µ
² Fire Station
µ

Unrestricted Access Point
Driving Route
²
µ

Potential driving routes for emergency response vehicles to unrestricted access points.

Natural Lake

“The Natural Lake, as the name implies, is intended
to evoke a naturalistic feeling through soft, riparian
edges with a backing of native woodland vegetation.”

Natural Lake
The Natural Lake will be one of the major attractions of the Trinity Lakes Area.
Both the Urban Lake and Natural Lake will be reverse flow water bodies (two
reservoirs that flow east to west, counter to the river flow) and will discharge
from the Urban Lake into the Trinity River channel through an open outlet channel.
Both lakes are 12 feet deep, with the lower two feet reserved for the accumulation of sediment. The distinction between the lakes stems from the Balance Vision
Plan, and the idea therein is that the public should enjoy not one but several
water bodies with distinct character. Perched at elevation 402, the Natural Lake,
as the name implies, is intended to evoke a naturalistic feeling through soft, riparian edges with a backing of native woodland vegetation. It is also intended as the
launching venue for canoeists and kayakers wishing to paddle the four-mile / fourhour Lakes-to-River loop. The loop would begin at the Natural Lake Headwaters,
run through the Lakes Isthmus (a three-foot braided drop), continue through the
Urban Lake, come out through the Lakes Outlet Channel to the Trinity River, and
finally down river to the head of the Natural Lake via a portage area.

The sole source of the lake water will be treated effluent pumped from the Dallas Central Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP). The effluent will have been
treated and disinfected in compliance with state and federal regulations and will
be suitable for primary contact recreation purposes. Still, to reinforce the Natural
Lake’s character as a naturalistic body of water, biological means for “polishing”
the incoming effluent are proposed, namely a system of floating wetlands. It is
anticipated that these wetlands will help render the water more crystalline, while
also providing micro environments that benefit aquatic life. More importantly,
the floating wetlands will visibly communicate to the general public the ethos of
the park as a twenty-first century sustainable landmark, functioning as agents for
environmental restoration, habitat reintroduction, biodiversity, green infrastructure
and recreation.

Several key elements help define the character of this lake as a
naturalistic environment:
• Headwaters
• Lake edges
• Trails and boardwalks
• Floating wetlands
• Boating facility
• Headwaters Cypress Pond
• Pecan grove
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Context Diagram
Natural Lake Area

Natural Lake

Secondary Trail

Primary Trail

Outlet Basin

Council Circle

Example: Underwater Lighting

Headwaters
The Natural Lake Headwaters area is a prime introductory location for the general
public to experience and understand the lake’s water source, its purified quality
and ability to sustain aquatic life. The headwaters area also introduces recreational programs such as a boating facility, lake edge trails, and boardwalk, all suggesting a more personal and engaging relationship to the lake. But the key feature
is the point of entry of the treated effluent, the actual source without which both
the Natural and Urban Lakes could not exist. Clearly, this point of entry could
take many forms, from a cascading stream to a pump-assisted rising plume. The
proposed design, however, aims rather for simplicity and mystery: water perculating up from a circular underwater basin—the Outlet Basin—suggesting a powerful and primordial underwater force. At night, the basin would glow (by means
of underwater lighting) and thus become a visual focus within an otherwise dark
environment. Only by means of a boat will people be able to approach the Outlet
Basin and see the lakes’ water source.

Guidelines:
• The Outlet Basin should be located equidistantly away from the headwaters
shoreline and/or riparian edges.
• T
 he Outlet Basin should be 70 feet in diameter, raised to within 18 inches of the
Natural Lake water elevation.
• T
 he effluent pipe should rise vertically from the lake bottom at the center of the
basin and stop at a depth suitable to distribute water evenly around the basin
perimeter without causing a visible surge or water dome above it.
• L
 ighting with the basins should consist of light emitting diodes (LED) to minimize maintenance; the glow effect should be blue in color.

Headwaters Outlet Basin Section
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Example: high marsh planting
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Example: low marsh planting

Example: limestone outcropping

Lake Edges
More than 85 percent of the lake’s nearly 10,000-foot perimeter is proposed as a
marshland landscape with species such as reeds, bulrush, switch grass and spatterdock, all of which will encourage the establishment of aquatic life. Floodplain
trees such as Cypress, Cottonwoods, Sycamores, and Willows will punctuate the
lake edges to add shade and habitat for bird nesting. The edges will also contain
outcroppings of native limestone (both Austin chalk and/or Lueders limestone) to
serve as intimate and perched places for discovery. At these observation points,
the limestone, both above and below the water surface, serves as a light backdrop with which to spot passing fish and invertebrates, demonstrating the health
and clarity of the lake water.

Guidelines:
• The construction of limestone outcroppings should consist of reused material
from the lake’s or river’s excavation, should such material be encountered.
• P
 lant materials (riparian plant communities) should be specifically selected to
enhance water-oriented life (butterflies, dragonflies, amphibians, reptiles, birds
and aquatic species).
• N
 o artificial chemicals or fertilizers to accelerate plant growth or to control
weeds should be permitted within the watershed of the Natural Lake.

Example: potential wildlife discovery at the Natural Lake

Natural Lake
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A
A’

Lakes Isthmus

Secondary Trail

Boardwalk

Primary Trail

Trails and Boardwalks
The Natural Lake will be encircled by secondary trails and boardwalks to afford the public a variety of ways with which to experience its naturalistic quality.
There also is direct passage to the lake from the Primary Trail through a bridge
spanning the river. The meandering trails will be well shaded with Cypress trees,
Willows and Cottonwoods. Benches and interpretive displays will be provided in
selected places that offer both discrete vistas to the lake and/or river channel and
bird-watching opportunities. A 950-foot boardwalk is proposed over the lake to
more intimately connect people to the water. Located largely under the shade of
Interstate 35, the boardwalk will be wider in parts to facilitate fishing.

Guidelines:
• The secondary trails around the Natural Lake should be 10 feet wide and paved
in compacted gravel.
• T
 he boardwalk should be 12 feet wide overall, surfaced with recycled materials
such as TREX. Boardwalk railing should be as light and transparent as possible
while meeting flood impact requirements.
• T
 he boardwalk foundations will be concrete and constructed without damage
to the lake lining. Long-span beams should be considered between foundation
points to minimize lining penetrations.
• F
 ishing stations on wider boardwalk sections should be equipped with benches,
bait prep and cutting surfaces. A manual water pump plus waste receptacles
should be provided at these locations for clean-up purposes.
• A
 n interpretive signage program should be developed along the trails to help
explain the ecological function of the Natural Lake and its various habitat areas.

Section A-A’ through boardwalk and high marsh bench

Headwaters Area

Natural Lake

Rendering of boaters interacting with floating wetlands and Natural Lake secondary trails

Example of floating wetland at Echo Lake, Los Angeles

Floating Wetlands
The more dominant feature of the Natural Lake will be an array of floating
wetlands scattered end-to-end singly or in bundled groups. The biotechnology
available with these systems is capable of removing pathogens, priority pollutants
and heavy metals, while also decreasing nutrient levels including nitrogen and
phosphorus. About 3.5 acres of such wetland is proposed overall. It is anticipated that the floating wetlands will measurably improve water clarity and thus
ease fears that the lake waters are not suitable for recreation purposes. Through
an inexhaustible combination of boating routes in and around them, the floating
wetlands will also lure people to the water in kayaks or canoes. Boating in their
vicinity, park users will be able to witness the abundance of aquatic life that is
drawn to floating wetlands root zone for food and shelter. The potential also exists to harvest wetland plants, for sale or biomass composting. Floating wetlands
are innovative systems for habitat creation and water quality enhancement. With
the emerging Environmental Sciences program in development at the University
of North Texas-Dallas, for example, the Natural Lake presents the opportunity to
become a “living laboratory,” thus affording a cultural connection between the
academic community, city of Dallas and the Trinity Lakes project.

Guidelines:
• The floating wetlands should consist of buoyant rings between 50 and 70
feet in diameter and be designed to hold wetland vegetation in individual
crates or containers. Their design should incorporate measures to hold the
plant communities together during flood events.
• T
 he rings should be anchored to the bottom of the lake in compliance with
USACE requirements. Anchorage such as dead weights that does not require
penetration of the lake lining is preferred.
• T
 he anchorage cables should have sufficient slack to allow the floating wetlands
to rise to a 10-year flood elevation—and to remain affixed to the wetland structure
during bigger flood events, keeping them in place underwater.
• T
 he floating wetland plant communities should promote aquatic life and maximize nutrient absorption, especially nitrogen and phosphorus. It is recommended
that the City of Dallas explore the possibility of a test ring, potentially in “Cell D”
alongside the Trinity River, to evaluate the performance of a floating wetland.

Floating Wetland Section
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